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Local ERV
deployed
The director of the local
chapter of the American Red
Cross deployed the Emergency
'Response Vehicle(ERV)Thursmorning with drivers, Ray
k of Calloway County and
elinda Driskill of McCracken County, to help tornado victims in Wichita, Ks.
The Red Cross set up numerous shelters and provided meals
and comfort kits following
Monday's deadly tornadoes that
swept through Oklahoma and
Kansas.
"The need for additional help
from other states is now apparent - the request for our help
came yesterday afternoon," said
local Red Cross Director Jean
Masthay.
"Ray and Melinda are among
a group of willing volunteers
that give of their time and
energies to help when a need
arises."
Clark and Driskill expect to
be in Kansas for up to three
weeks,serving meals and assisting in shelter needs for vicurns and rescue workers.

Moving wall
will open in
Hazard
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — Over
and over. Brady Slone has
approached the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington.
then stopped.
Each time, overcome by
emotion, the Knott County man
has turned around and left
without taking a close look at
the long, black wall engraved
with the names of those killed
and missing in the war.
Thirty-one years after being
wounded while working as a
medic during the Tet Offensive, Slone plans to take part
in the opening of a Moving
Vietnam Wall exhibit today at
Hazard Community College.
The Moving Wall is a halfscale replica of the Washington memorial. The wall that
will be in Hazard is one of
three Moving Walls that have
traveled throughout the United
States since 1984.
Following an opening ceremony at 6 p.m. EDT today.
the wall be open 24 hours a
day until a closing ceremony
at noon Tuesday. Counselors
will be on hand for those needing assistance.
Slone said he thinks it will
be easier for him to face the
wall on his home turf and volunteered to participate in the
ceremony because he will be
forced to come face-to-face
with it.
Made of aluminum panels.
the traveling wall lists the same
58,213 names as the Washington version, although the
names are raised instead of
engraved so they can easily
be seen.
Most of the names are of
those killed in the conflict, but
about 1.300 are names of prisoners of war who were never
accounted for and those listed
as Missing in action.
The Moving Wall is scheduled to be exhibited in Paducah from May 22-28.

Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
in the lower 50s. Southwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Partly cloudy. High
in the middle 70s.
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Thunderstorms rake local area
City, county
report damage
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Lightning, rain and wind made for
a messy triple threat Wednesday.
A less-intense continuation of the
weather system that spawned Monday's
tornadoes in Oklahoma and Kansas
sent a series of thunderstorms that
raked against Murray and Calloway
County Wednesday afternoon and into
the evening.
Lightning is being blamed for igniting a building near the J.D. Morris
home on Palestine Church Road about
6 p.m. Wednesday.
The building, valued at $5,000, was
already engulfed in flames when 10
Calloway County Fire-Rescue members
arrived in three trucks, according to
CCFR records.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Heavy rains forced Murray Street ROAD CLOSED.. Traffic was diverted from 16th Street
Thursday morning after heavy rains washed over this portion
Department to block off parts of two of the road north of
KY 121, leaving about two feet of standing water in the way.
streets, including a section of North
16th Street near the Moose Lodge. It Southwest Elementary School to with
the National Weather Service
was expected to be re-opened by mid- replace a septic tank after the
old office in Paducah, said an official
morning.
one floated to the surface about 24-hour rainfall total of 1.69 inchWater covered the road after rain- 11:30 p.m. while it was being
es from the Murray-Calloway Counwater apparently ran under a five-foot repaired.
ty Airport was reported at 7 a.m.
drain pipe that had been installed as
School w'orkers worked through- Thursday.
part of the land development behind out the night and had things back
But some areas of Murray and
the Wal-Mart Supercenter and pushed to normal by 7:15 a.m. Thursday, Calloway
County caught in the
it up, said Thomas Clendenen, street said principal Mary Lou Yeatts.
worst of the storms may have gotdepartment superintendent.
They caught a break when the ten upward of three inches, he
That prevented .rainwater from prop- rains stopped during--the—ftight7--sar.d
erly flowing through the pipe, he said. Yeatts said.
"You can go ftom trace amounts
Street department workers barricad"We were afraid if kept rain- on the fringes to three in four
ed part of the intersection of South ing like it was, we wouldn't be inches
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
under the core," Watson
15th and Sycamore streets for about able to work on it," she said. said.
He cited an Illinois town FALLING DOWN...A large tree on Kirkwood Drive did not
30 to 45 minutes fast night, Clende- "We're just glad we didn't have whose
rainfall range was one-half fare well in this week's storms. falling over at the trunk.
nen said.
to miss school."
Residents across Calloway County reported limbs zind
The sudden, heavy rainfall also forced
Bob Watson, a meteorologist I See Page 2
tree damage caused by the storms.

Three state races
on May ballot
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Political fans hoping for a big May
primary election will be disappointed this
year.
"There's not much on there," County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said. "Really, it
is unbelievably short."
This year's election will feature only
three contests.
On the Democratic Party side, Susan
D. Johns will square off against Jonathan
Miller for the office of state treasurer.
while William "Bin" Bailey will be run-

II See Page 2

Ham radios link Beam
with family in storm area

•

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

GOING DOWN...The former Murray Employment Agency building on 12th Street
was torn down Thursday. It had been damaged last year when a large truck
drove into it in an effort to avoid a collision with another vehicle.

Extra fees part of utility bills
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It might be as
little as 50 cents for the local 911 emergency
dispatching service. Or it might be 3 percent
on the top to the, local school district.
Monthly utility bills usually contain a lot
more than just the cost of telephone, electric
or gas services.
They can add more than a few bucks to a
monthly utility bill. They are the lifeblood of
funding for some programs and a huge headache
for utilities. And as utility service undergoes
dramatic changes, tax officials worry the money
will get cut off.
There is no comprehensive tabulation of
what. utilities collect for others and pass along.
But even the pieces are substantial. The Department of Education estimates the 154 school
districts that impose utility taxes received $107
million during 1998.
BellSouth of Kentucky said it paid a .total
of $152 million in taxes in 1997, a figure
that includes taxes the company paid for itself
and those it collected for others. Intrastate
telephone service, for example, is the only
utility on which the state assesses the 6 percent sales tax.
David Weller of BellSouth said billing can
become a problem with dozens of school districts with varying tax rates, locally imposed
fees and a host of calculations.

ning against Gene Williams for railroad
commissioner.
On the Republican Party side, the
governor and lieutenant governor race
will feature Peppy Martin and Wanda
Cornelius against David Williams and
Joanna Williams.
Despite the presence Of the governor
and lieutenant governor positions on the
primary ticket, Coursey said that voter
turnout for the election will probably be

At a glance
(AP) - Some of the taxes, fees and collections that may appear on utility bills in
Kentucky. Amounts of charges and their
applications vary by location and utility.
-411 charge. Fee of 50 cents to $2 to
support local government emergeocy dispatching service.
—Lifeline surcharge. State assessment to
assist low-income telephone customers.
—TM or TTY charge. State assessment
to assist telephone customers with hearing
or speech impairments.
—School or utility tax. Local school tax
of up to 3 percent.
—Federal excise tax. Three percent tax
on local and long distance telephone charges.
—Franchise fee or local tax. Levied by
local or municipal government.
—State sales tax. Six percent on intrastate
telephone service: Sales tax does not apply
to other residential utilities.
"It's becoming more of a problem as we
move into a more competitive environment,"
Weller said.
Telephone service can now be provided by
virtually any corner store and gas and elec-

•See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
For Dexter resident Dot Beam, the
tornadoes in Oklahoma this week were
a cause of major anxiety.
Beam's daughter, Linda Parrish, and
her family live near Binger, Okla., a
town very near to some of the tornadoes' most devastating damage.
"She was in the path of the tornado," Beam said. "I didn't know if my
daughter was alive or if the tornado had
hit her house."
Adding to Beam's concerns was the
fact that she had a granddaughter who

was staying in a hospital in Oklahoma
City because of labor complications.
Beam said that she was unable to
find out any information about either her
daughter's or her granddaughter's safety
because most of the phone lines in Oklahoma were either tied up or were out
of service because of the storms.
This led her to call on the services
of local ham radio operators.
"My husband is a licensed ham radio
operator, but he was in Nashville," Beam

• See Page 2

Calloway ups tourism
dollars 2.8 percent
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Tourism expenditures for Murray and
Calloway County increased 2.8 percent
in 1998, according Murray Tourism Commission Director Judy Gargus.
Figures released by the Kentucky
Tourism Development Cabinet show that
Calloway County's expenditures jumped
from $23,891,897 in 1997 to $25,450,370
in 1998 - an increase of $1,468,473.
The increase coincides with a statewide
boom that has pushed the tourism industry to $7.8 million - the third largest
industry in Kentucky.
Total expenditures for the state
increased by almost $383 million over
1997. State and local tax revenues gen-

crated by tourism expenditures totaled over
$866 million, an increase of nearly $46
million.
"This is a really big thing for both
us and the state," said Gargus. "Tourism
impacts so many people that you really
wouldn't think about."
Tourism employment in Calloway
County increased from 550 in 1997 to
562 last year.
Gargus contributes the increase to nev‘
attractions.
"The Amerihost Inn has contributed
to the increase, as well as the Regional Special Events Center," she explained.
"There have been more concerts and
trade shows and more special events

• See Page 2
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• Thunderstorms ...
From Page 1
inch to almost four.
John Ed Scott, an official weather watcher with the Paducah office,
reported 1.25 inches falling at his
house at the corner of North Eighth
and Olive streets.
He also noted that 2.1 inches
of rain had fallen before Wednesday's storms began.
•
That was enough to swell
streams and ditches to the point
of being a problem.
A girl rode a four-wheeler into
the Clarks River on the Old Murray-Paris Road about 1 1/2 miles
from Murray at 4 p.m. and found
the water and current to be deeper and stronger than expected,
according to Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott.

The girl made it out of the
water, but the four-wheeler had to
be retrieved later, Scott said.
The storms also were blamed
for three non-injury accidents,
including one about 6:30 a.m. in
whioh a truck stopped suddenly
to keep from hitting another vehicle, slid off into a ditch and had
water come up to the top of the
cab. Scott said.
County officials also worked a
report of a barn that was blown
about three feet onto Kentucky 94
West about two miles from Murray, taking power lines with it.
The Calloway County Disaster
& Emergency Services and the
county and state highway departments assisted with the incident,
Scott said.

Winds also sent them across
town to where a tree had fallen
across Kentucky 94 East about
four miles from the city, Scott
said. Workers spent about 3 1/2
hours removing the tree and replacing power lines, he said.
Trees also were reported down
across Kentucky. 497 and Kentucky 121 South, Scott said.
In the city, winds made a big
entrance at the new Tom's Grill,
formerly Shoney's, on U.S. 641
North when it took off the front
door about 10:30 p.m.
"The whole thing just fell down,"
said manager Jim Karvounis.
There was an up side, though:
The glass remained intact.
"It didn't even break it, that's
the funny thing about it," Karvounis said.

• Utility ...
ly concerned about collecting their
The idea has obvious attraction
taxes from utility services.
.to
the utilities because it would
tric service is moving toward a
"There's tens of millions of dol- simplify their accounting. And Haysimilar free market environment.
So while BellSouth has to collect lars at stake. It's a real quagmire," don said the state generally knows
how much each utility should pay.
all those fees, which many cus- Haydon said.
Dividing each pie, however, would
tomers merely take as a pan of
A task force created by the
their phone bill, a tiny competi- 1998 General Assembly is study- be enormously difficult.
For school districts, there are
tor in another state may be able ing a range of issues dealing with
obvious
advantages. The utility does
to avoid them.
utilities, including taxation. Some
"It becomes a real competitive utilities have floated the idea of all the collecting and receives usudisadvantage for us," Weller said. paying a single excise tax and let- ally only a small fee for its trouMike Haydon, deputy secretary ting the government figure out ble. In addition, the tax is sort of
of the Revenue Cabinet, said it is which taxing district — schools, hidden away on the gas or eleca legitimate concern. And state emergency services, the state, etc. tric or phone bill and the customer-taxpayer may not realize the
and local governments are equal- — should get how much.
difference

From Page 1
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• Ballot ...
From Page 1
very low.
"I don't see that many people
coming out," he said. "We might
have a 20 Or 25 percent (voter)
turnout this year."
While the Democratic and
Republican Parties are deciding who
their gubernatorial candidates will
be, Kentucky's two most notable
independent candidates are still
trying to get their names on the
ballot.
Independent governor and lieutenant governor hopefuls Gilbert
Galbraith and Kathy Lyons are in
the process of trying to get enough
petition signatures to run in the
upcoming gubernatorial election.
"What we're doing at the present time is making contacts throughout the state," Lyons said.
Lyons said that, technically, she

and Galbraith need 5,000 signatures to get their names placed on
the ballot, but are trying to exceed
that number by a comfortable
amount.
"The thing is to get more than
5,000 so as not to get a challenge
from either of the two major parties," she said.
There is no lack of confidence,
however, on Lyons' part as ,to
whether they will get the necessary signatures.
"As far as I'm concerned, we
don't have any competition as far
as issues are concerned because
the (Democratic and Republican)
parties have abdicated power," she
said."We've just been overwhelmed
by the number of people who have
come to us and said, 'We don't
have a party anymore.—

BERNARD

KANE/Ledger & Times photo
ONE MORE FORM: Sara Betts and Faith Taylor complet
e their last bit of paperwork as they
prepare for the Murray State graduation rehearsal held
at Lovett Auditorium Wednesday. The
graduation ceremony is Saturday.

New work rule for • Tourism
those on welfare
From Page 1

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Several thousand Kentuckians,
mostly single parents, currently on
welfare and in school, are getting
some relief from the law requiring
them to work at least 20 hours a
week.
Next month, they will be allowed to attend classes for a second
year without having to fulfill the
work requirement.
As of now, recipients may attend post-secondary education for
only one year without working. In
the second year, they're required to
work 20 hours. Welfare recipients
who aren't in college or a trade
school must work five more hours.
The policy change, announced
last month by the Cabinet for Families and Children, is possible because Kentucky met federal welfare
reform- legislation that requires
states to have an average of 25 percent of welfare recipients working,
enrolled in a work program or in
other activities such as job training.

III Beam ...
From Page 1

Everyone's Saving at the
Norwalk Factory Authorized Sale

because of RSEC .. We're learning about new events all the time."
The new exemption will benefit
Working with other tourism
students like Jennifer Mueller.
departments in the region has also
During her first year at Eastern
helped increase Calloway's expenKentucky University, Mueller manditures, Gargus said.
aged because she received welfare
"We're not being stingy with
and didn't have to work.
our visitors anymore," she noted.
But when welfare reform "We're trying to work beyond
changed the rules and Mueller, 28, county borders and boundaries so
had to work during her sophomore we can keep tourists in this region
year, her grade point average for four or five days," she condropped by three-tenths of a point tinued.
and her 7-year-old son began hav"We know that we can't keep
ing trouble in first grade.
them for an extended amount of
"This is great. I love my job and time, but we can spread the wealth
I voted for welfare reform because around ... Once they get through
we needed it, but I didn't know it here, we can send them to Paduwould mean college students would cah or LBL — to another part of
the region."
get picked on."
Amy May, 28, a mother of two
Gargus predicts that expenditures
who is studying nuclear medicine will continue to increase.
at Lexington Community College,
"I can see it increasing because
said "it's hard and if you do it all, we're going to have a full year
your GPA suffers."
of activities at RSEC," she said
"You need the education for a "We've seen many new events
better job when you come off wel- since it opened, and we'll continfare."
ue to see more and more of that.

said.
A friend of Beam's directed her
to Ron Hutchins and Ron Ladd
of the Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club. By networking with other ham radio operators, they were able to contact
someone in Binger.
Approximately one hour after
Beam contacted the club, she was
on the phone with her daughter.
"I just think everybody in Calloway County needs to know what

the ham radio people do," Beam
said. "They don't only just do
storms, but in any kind of disaster or emergency, they really serve
as lines of communication."
Miraculously, the tornado completely bypassed Parrish's house.
Others in the surrounding area
were not so lucky, though.
"The people around my daughter's house, their houses were
destroyed," Beam said. "She and
her husband have been out with
their neighbors trying to clean up,
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so I haven't* talked to her much
lately."
Beam learned that her granddaughter was safe as well.
After seeing the benefits that
being a ham radio operator can
provide to the community, Beam
said that she has decided to make
an important decision.
"Now, I've decided to go ahead
and get my (ham radio) license,"
she said. "I think anybody that's
interested in helping other people
should look into getting licensed."
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State tourism numbers increase

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Tourists spent $4.8 billion in Kentucky in 1998 and accounted for more than 110,000 jobs, according to figures released Wednesday.
Tourism Secretary Ann Latta said the total economic effect of
that spending and employment was to make tourism a $7.8 billion industry that touched 148,000 employees.
Total state and local tax revenues from tourism were $866 million last year. an inctease of $46 million from the previous
year.

Student arrested for threats

SCOTTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A 14-year-old Allen Central High
School student was arrested Wednesday and charged with terroristic threatening.
Authorities were call to the school Wednesday morning after
some bullets were discovered in a boys' restroom. Six rounds of
handgun ammunition were found, Kentucky State Police said.
State police troopers and Floyd County Sheriff's Department
officers then assisted school personnel in searching students' lockers, purses, backpacks and outer garments. No additional ammunition or weapons were found, state police said.
During the search, the 14-year-old student allegedly made threats
toward police officers and minority groups, state police said.
The 14-year-old was not charged in connection with the confiscated ammunition, which has been forwarded to the KSP forensics lab for fingerprint analysis.

FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) — Maj. Gen. B.B. Bell has been
named the new commander of Fort Knox, the post has announced.
Bell, 52. will assume command from Maj. Gen. George Harmeyer in a ceremony tentatively scheduled for July 28, the post
announced Tuesday. Harmeyer will retire later this summer.
Bell, a native of Oak Ridge, Tenn., served at Fort Knox from
1974 to 1976 and spent time as a student in the Armor Officer
Advanced Course. He has been the chief of staff of the United
States Army Europe and Seventh Army since last August.
His other assignments include serving as executive officer for
the Commander-in-Chief's Central Command in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm and as
chief of staff of United States Army Europe's Forward Headquarters during Operation Joint Endeavor in the Balkans.
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Fisher granted parole

11

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — After spending nearly seven years in
prison, the "Long Island Lolita" is being liberated.
A parole board has voted 2-1 to release Amy Fisher after nearly seven years in prison for shooting her lover's wife in the face,
The Associated Press has learned. She is expected to be freed
next week, according to a state official who spoke on condition
of anonymity.
Ms. Fisher. 24. was interviewed by the panel Tuesday at Albion
Correctional Facility in western New York. Division of Parole
spokesman Tom Grant would say only that Ms. Fisher would be
notified of the panel's decision today.
Ms. Fisher was 16 when she shot Mary Jo Buttafuoco in the
head at her home on New York's Long Island in 1992. Nicknamed The "Long Island Lolita," Ms. Fisher was sentenced to five
to 15 years in prison for first-degree assault.
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Crosses back for Columbine victims

AROUND THE NATION

Fort Knox names new commander

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1999

LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) —
The 13 crosses honoring the slain
at Columbine High School are
back.
Shortly after the April 20 shootings, Greg Zanis built 15 wooden crosses in his Aurora, Ill., garage,
drove to Littleton and put them
on a hill overlooking the school.
A father of one of the 13 victims destroyed the crosses inscribed
with the names of the gunmen,
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold.
Zanis took the rest down to stem
the controversy.
But after receiving calls from
Littleton residents, Zanis replaced
the crosses of the victims Wednesday, vowing never to erect another for a murderer "unless I know
he's accepted the Lord."
Harris, 18, and Klebold, 17,
stormed Columbine with guns and
bombs, killing 12 students and a
teacher and wounding 23 others
before committing suicide.
Detectives have pursued a wider
conspiracy, specifically checking
to see whether there was a third
gunman or others who helped plot
the attack.
On Wednesday, a 17-year-old
student accused by Sheriff John
Stone of withholding information
about the massacre angrily criticized the sheriff.

"They have no evidence against
me. They have nothing. Actually,
I know that the FBI has said that
I'm not a suspect. The DA has
said that I'm not a suspect," Brooks
Brown said in an interview outside his home.
"Both have said I'm just a witness. I don't know why Sheriff
(John) Stone is doing this. ... I
just don't think he's thinking before
he talks."
In newspaper and national television show interviews. Stone has
said he believes Brown knows
more about the attack than he has
told investigators.
Brown's parents had earlier criticized Stone for failing to act after
they told deputies last year that
Harris had threatened their son
and had written about bombs and
murder on the Internet.
Brown, who reconciled with Harris after the threats, said Harris
warned him to stay away from
the school moments before the
attack. Brown's brother was in the
cafeteria during the rampage — a
fact Brown says proves his innocence.
Brown and his parents, Randall
and Judy Brown, swept aside
Stone's suspicions and said his comments stemmed from their criti-

cism of his department.
Sheriff's spokesman Steve Davis
reiterated Wednesday that no one
has been labeled a suspect. including Brooks Brown.

day one, Davis said. "But, from
day one, we've said we hadn't
had any concrete evidence to show
that."
Stone. who has been deluged
with interview requests since the
Investigators said earlier this attack, said he
will scale back his
week they were leaning toward public
comment on the investigathe theory that Harris and Kle- tion.
bold acted alone, but Stone said
Meanwhile, Jefferson County
he believes there may have been Schools
Superintendent Jane Hama third gunman, based on inter- mond said
the long-term costs of
views with student witnesses.
dealing with the shooting, includ"We have had a lot of wit- ing legal fees
and tougher securinesses tell us there was a third ty at other schools
could ,reach
suspect and we've said that from $50 million.

PRE-COOKED,
BONELESS,SLICED
COUNTRY HAM!

At least four killed as storms
sweep through west Tennessee
LINDEN, Tenn.(AP) — A line
of powerful storms blew through
western Tennessee early today,
destroying homes, closing schools
and damaging buildings in 30 counties. At least four people were killed.
Two of the victims, a man and
woman, died in a Linden home
that was destroyed Wednesday night
by straight-line winds, said Capt.
Gary Rogers of the Perry County
rescue service. Their names were
not immediately available.
A 14-year-old girl who was missing Wednesday night was found
early today and taken to a hospital where she died on arrival,
according to officials.

Authorities went looking for the
girl after high winds destroyed her
home, some 70 miles southwest
of Nashville. They weren't sure if
anyone else was in the house.
The fourth victim was killed
when his car hit a tree that had
been blown across the highway in
Madison County. about 80 miles
northeast of Memphis.
It was the third straight night
that deadly tornadoes had struck
in the Plains and South. More than
40 people were killed earlier this
week in Oklahoma, Kansas and
Texas.
An unknown number of injuries
were reported across Tennessee.
Funnel clouds were spotted in eight
counties, but Kurt Pickering of the
Tennessee Emergency Management
Agency said he was unsure of any
touchdowns.
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1504 Chaucer
Canterbury S/D
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WELCOMING PLANTS: Robert Pruett finishes

mulching around new plants placed around
the entrance to the Bee Creek soccer fields Wednesday afternoon. The new plants
were donated to the park by a local nursery.

Check out this Canterbury listing. Family
ranch with living room and den. Not only
livable but affordable! Features 3 BR and
2 BA. Reduced to $92,500.
MIS /3001549

j

A cool porch for hot summer nights. You'll
practically live in the screened in back porch
of this Canterbury home! In the winter. cozy
up to the family room fireplace. Featuring 4
BR, 2 baths, fenced yard. Many updates.
Priced at $118,900. MIS #3001464

2207 Brookhaven
Preston Heights S/D
Outstanding Home! This 3 BR. 2.5 bath
home offers amenities galore! Spacious
rooms, walk-in closets in each bedroom,
detached garage/workshop and extra half lot
place this home head and shoulders above
the rest! $159,900.00. MIS 13001459

For timre i ttformat i wt. call or come by...

711 Main St.

Reward checks
mailed to teachers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Reward checks have been mailed
for 34,090 teachers and other certified employees of successful
schools, the Department of Education announced today.
The payout was $26.4 million,
and there were two reward amounts
— $555 or $1,110 per person.

1517 Oxford Drive
Canterbury S/D

753- 1 222
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9307 State Route 94E
Murray, KY 42071

Sening the area with Honesty & Experience

First 500 Mothers receive a carnation
for Mother's Day.

INSTALLATIONS
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL
• RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
• MOBILE HOMES
Financing
Available

24 Hr.
Emergency

CUSTOM MADE MOOR WEATHER-

753-9911
Owned & Operated By
Glenn Cossey
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Senate makes wise decision
1990's
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Tuesday's decision by the Murray State University Faculty Senate demonstrates a show of good
faith on behalf of the faculty.
For the past several weeks, faculty members have been agitated
by the release of faculty evaluations by MSU President Kern
Alexander to the Student Government Association without notifying the faculty.
The SGA posted the evaluations on the Internet.
The crux of the debate centers
around the Faculty Handbook,
which classifies the evaluations as
private personnel records.
Last month, the Faculty Senate
voted to censure Alexander for his
actions, falling short of a no-confidence vote.
This week, the senate met again
to determine what further action

Ti

Ridgl
Towr
tery
was needed.
Because a straw poll was largely inconclusive, the senate opted
to take the matter to Philip Lanier,
who as a member of the MSU Board
of Regents is chairman of the
board's Faculty/Staff Affairs Committee.
Having known Lanier since he
came on board, I believe that this
was a very wise decision.
Lanier has demonstrated a willingness to listen to the faculty
through his committee. He can

add a neutral voice in this issue
that may aid in finding a solution.
Rather than continuing to debate
the issue, the faculty has shown
great wisdom in opting for this
course.
At some point, the role of the
Faculty Handbook needs to be clearly outlined.
As a document approved by the
regents, it must be clear whether
it is worth more than the paper
upon which it is written.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
IF viE Live
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FROM OUR READERS
Honesty among
campaign s traits
•

'

Dear Editor:
Kentucky finally will have a true honest choice
for governor for Kentucky. A person who is as
honest as Abraham Lincoln.
His 6nly interest in running for governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky is to save the people
from both the democrats and republicans.
It is past time for someone like that to come
along. I have personally met both Gatewood Galbraith and his running mate Kathy Lyons.
I have listened to them and I believe they are
honest citizens wanting to change the unfair tactics
of the government.
They are trying to give the voters a choice. If
you don't have any choice you don't have any
leverage in state government.
Political corruption and corporate self-interest
have invaded both republicans and democrats.
Gatewood and Lyons are Independent and do
not come with all of the political baggage.
The government should be of, by and for the
people, and not of, by and for corporate profit.
When the tax and the properly of people gets into
the hands of the government, it doesn't get spent
on the people's needs.
The point of Gatewood and Lyons campaign is
-Honest and accountable government."
It is time for a change and that change is Gatewood Galbraith.
Paula Kaye Willett
Willett's Hill
881 Sledd Creek Road
Gilbertsville, KY 42044

Americans need
to stand up
Dear Editor:
Why are schools so unsafe?
America reminds me of a little rich boy who
has been doing things wrong for so long that the
only genuine action he displays is that he is very
sorry and that he feels our pain.
This poor little rich boy denies the real reasons
and points his little blame finger toward some shabby circumstances.
Then this little rich kid will use his money and
influence to make some outward changes in the
shabby circumstances but never faces up to the real
reasons.
This spoiled little boy seizes the opportunity to

beat the political drums to hammer against our right
to bear arms and our right to free speech.
I think it's time that the little rich boy needs to
be made to look at himself in the mirror and make
some real changes on the inside so that he can
grow to be a real man instead of a whimpering
effeminate spoiled brat.
A man who is mature is one that has wisdom
and knowledge. The beginning of wisdom and
knowledge is to fear and respect God.
A real man will not obey the whimpering suggestion of a silly unwise woman and put the Ten
commandments, Bible reading and prayer back into
the public schools. A mature man will remind
women and children that "Thou Shalt Not Kill" is
one of the commandments.
Next a real man will change the abortion law
because a wise man understands that as long as
the abortion right remains on the American law
books, our own children realize that we are the
most violent and hypocritical nation and earth.
Next a real man will bring back corporal punishment into the schools. A real man can love and
show anger at the same time. A wise man has real
authority and his love is in complete control.
Once again a wise man will tell the silly woman
that it is not abuse when he raises his voice or his
paddle.
My elementary school principal was a real man.
He was 4' 11" and limped because of polio. He
had a paddle and a strong disposition.
He went to the same church I did, but I always
sat as far away from him as possible. He didn't
need a pamphlet drawn up by some guy in the
federal government showing him how to identify
trouble.
He knew his kids and he knew where the trouble was. I only saw him use his paddle twice in
eight years and he got me once with his hand on
my butt for running inside a classroom during
recess. He had more testosterone and courage than
all of the educators and politicians combined in the
last 30 years.
I am asking the men and women to stand up
and be wise. We have suffered enough because of
a few powerful unwise men listened to some silly
women and took "Thou Shalt Not Kill" out of the
schools and put "You Can Kill Selectively" in our
law books.
If we don't make a stand our nation will become
more violent while we become a silly unwise effeminate nation.
We will continue to be that little spoiled rich
brat of a boy hiding behind the skirts of silly feminine women and the pants of the more masculine
women. You don't have to be a Barney Frank to
he effeminent.
Dan Walker
516 S. 11th St.
Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 4 - The Independent, London, on Tony
Blair and Kosovo war:
Tony Blair has grown into this war.
After a hesitant start, he now positively relishes the role of the hard man of the Balkans
campaign, the philosopher of a new concept to
world peace and, now, the commander-in-chief
reviewing the troops in the field and the refugees
on the border.
War gets modern politicians that way. It inspired
Maggie Thatcher in the Falklands and it enthused
George Bush in the Gulf.
But politicians should beware of the pleasures
of the heady moral fervor that goes with war. ...
... The British prime minister has a way with
fine words. But too often in this war — over the
refugees, the cost and the ultimate likelihood of

a ground war — he is using them not to clarify
intentions but to skate over the differences between
reality and emotion.
May 4 - Frankfurter Rundschau, Frankfurt,
Germany, on Kosovo refugees:
The fleeing Kosovars tell of villages burned
down and farms destroyed.
Where then are the refugees being housed close
to the border supposed to return to, once the war
ends? ...
There's not only a moral imperative to offer
the fleeing Kosovars a generous acceptance in
Europe, but also a social duty to care for the
people for whom one is waging war.
What happens to the Kosovo refugees will show
how seriously the West believes its ideals.

May 3 - Le Temps, Geneva, Switzerland, on
Kosovo:
The war is imperceptibly changing its nature.
After six weeks of bombings the allies, dismayed
by the resistance of their adversary, are thinking
less and less about total war. A conquest of Kosovo by NATO troops no longer appears to be the
order of. the day. Discussions with Belgrade have
started again and will no doubt intensify. Attention
is focused on the carousel of diplomats and emissaries from all sides, rather than on the bombers.
This evolution demonstrates that the negotiated
solution, which was put aside in the hope of the
Yugoslav side capitulating, appears to be possible
again. For many westerners however ... just the
idea of negotiating with Slobodan Milosevic appears
politically dangerous....
But even if Milosevic claims victory (and he
will), we must remember that this is Kosovo's war.
It began because of Kosovo, it can only end for
Kosovo. Peace cannot be conceded, but it must be
possible once the refugees can return to a Kosovo with real autonomy guaranteed by the presence
of international military forces, ...
May 5 - II Giornale, Milan, Italy, on Kosovo:
The objective of NATO's mission in Yugoslavia
was not defined at the beginning, but has evolved
with the development of events.
Up to the Rambouillet talks, the scope of the
military dissuasion was to stop violence in Kosovo.

Back then, (Yugoslav President Slobodan) Milosevic was not a target, but one of the parties invited to reach a compromise. He still was not a target during the first month of the war, as the military pressure was aimed at his surrender, not necessarily at destroying his regime.
More recently NATO has been wondering whether
they should make a third step, aiming at the fall
of Milosevic.
First of all, punishing Milosevic is necessary to
dissuade others from following the same path of
violent nationalism.
Only this strictly political point would be a
motive. ... Onto that political foundation, can be
added good economic motivations.
The future development of the area would be
jeopardized if Milosevic was to stay in power,
after the conflict ends. Fearing new instability,
investors wouldn't spend money to rebuild Serbia.
Balkans have an enormous growth potential. But
the essential condition to achieve a positive outcome is to remove Milosevic.
May 4 - The Sydney Morning Herald, Australia, on Jesse Jackson in Yugoslavia:
The release of three American soldiers captured
by Serb forces five weeks ago is wonderful news
for those immediately concerned, but has hardly
any greater meaning without a wider peace in
Yugoslavia. Of that. there is no clear sign yet, and
what small hopeful indications there are have little or nothing to do with the extraordinary diplomacy of the Rev. Jesse Jackson that secured the
release of the three U.S. soldiers. Without a wider
peace, it is unlikely that any similar good news
can be expected about the two Australian aid workers, Steve Pratt and Peter Wallace, arrested by the
Serb authorities as spies and detained for more
than a month. ...
Whatever the uneasiness of the American people at the deepening U.S. involvement in a war in
which air power has so far failed in its first objective, there is no quick exit for the United States.
For one thing, the commitment of its European
allies to seeing the war through makes it very difficult now for the Untied States to retreat into isolationism. Whatever the domestic opposition to a
prolonged war, the Clinton administration is right

to warn — not only President Milosevic but also
the American people — that the war will continue for a long time to come, if necessary. ...
May 4 - Liberation, Paris, on arson in Corsica:
The French state has been ridiculed in Corsica,
and beyond the Mediterranean island too: The
French prefect in Corsica has been detained by
the judge investigating the arson attack on a restaurant there.
Whatever the cost of this tragi-comic episode,
the political price of it is likely to be exorbitant.
The police officers accused of the crime belonged
to a special anti-terrorist unit which the prefect
and the prime minister both demanded.
Whether the prefect was privy or not to the
activities of his officers matters very little. And
even presuming the innocence of Prime Minister
Lionel Jospin, the situation is also extremely unfortunate for him.
May 4 - Hong Kong Standard, on British
bombings:
Decent people everywhere will applaud and congratulate the British authorities for their quick
swoop on the person suspected of the nail bomb
attacks that have caused so much senseless grief
in so short a time.
Three people have died and more than 100
injured.
Sadly, not a few of the survivors will end up
at least with very serious permanent impairments
to their physical abilities.
This apart, there is the question of the rogue's
motive. This is open hatred. And of a perverse
kind that targets people and communities for the
color of their skin, and the way they choose to
live their lives.
The official revelation that there is just a single suspect for this heinous crime lets right-wing
radicals off the hook. ...
So, while it seems that this time they were not
to blame, still it was the things that they stand for
that have evidently inspired and motivated this latest act of social madness.
Seen in this light, those thickhead radicals are
not really all that innocent.
May 2 - Mainichi Shimbun, Tokyo, on Cambodia and ASEAN:
During a ceremony in Hanoi on April 30, Cambodia formally joined the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) as its 10th member. ...
Membership in ASEAN is an important step in
Cambodia's efforts to rejoin the international community. But the organization as a whole is in no
mood to celebrate the occasion. Since the onset of
the Asian currency crisis in 1997, ASEAN members have been preoccupied with their own problems and have shown less enthusiasm for expanding the grouping.
Rapid economic growth created the conditions
that enabled ASEAN to open up to new members,
but it also exacerbated economic inequalities in
the region and focused more attention on the wide
disparities in political development, democratization and human rights records. Since the growth
of the economies of Southeast Asia has ground to
a halt, these disparities have become a burden for
ASEAN as a whole.
The currency crisis struck just as ASEAN was
beginning to assert its leadership, forcing its members to concentrate on economic recovery. ASEAN
may now have to postpone its plans to inaugurate
ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) until beyond the
year 2002. Since increasing its membership to 10
states will not guarantee a larger voice for ASEAN,
it is imperative that the organization concentrate
on narrowing the political and economic disparities between its member states.
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AC,E.477-IS
Chester L. Townsend

Chester L. Townsend, 75, Hollow Rock, Tenn., father of Roy
Gene Townsend of Murray, died Monday, May 3, 1999, at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A World War II Army veteran, he worked for 19 yeas
as a
machinist for Parker Hannifin in Irvine, Calif. He attended
Mixie
Baptist Church. Born Jan. 16, 1924, in Huntingdon, Tenn.,
he was
the son of the late William Ira Townsend and Sally Ivy
Townsend.
Preceding him in death were two sisters, Elsie Owen and
Veltie
Simmons.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruby Teffer Townsend, to
whom he was married on Dec. 24, 1943; one daughter,
Mrs.
Debra Spohn, Paris; two son, Donald Townsend of Paris and
Roy
Gene Townsend of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Lucy Galli,
Paris,
and Mrs. Gladys Griffith, Smithville, Tenn.; six grandchildr
en;
three great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Officiating were Chester L.
Townsend and Tommie Dicus. Burial was in Moue Baptist Cemetery near Huntingdon.

SERVICE NEWS

P
t

Marine Pvt. Joshua G. Hogsed,
a 1998 graduate of Murray High
School recently completed basic
training at Marine Corps Recruit
Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
He is the son of Melissa van
Ameringen of Murray and Samuel
Hogsed of Victoria, Texas. His
maternal grandmother is Jo Anne
van Ameringen of Murray.
Hogsed successfully completed
12 weeks of training designed to
challenge new Marine recruits both
physically and mentally.
Hogsed and fellow recruits began
their training at 5 a.m., by running three miles and performing
calisthenics.
In addition to the physical conditioning program. Hogsed spent
numerous hours in classroom and
field assignments which included
learning first aid, uniform regulations, combat water survival, marksmanship, hand-to-hand combat and
assorted weapons training.
They performed close order drill
and operated as a small infantry
unit during field training.
Hogsed and other recruits also
received instruction on the Marine
Corps' core values - honor, courage
and commitment, and what the
words mean in guiding personal
and professional conduct.

Mrs., ha Peeler

Mrs. Mary Jeanean Garland

JOSHUA G. HOGSED
Hogsed and fellow recruits ended
the training phase with The Crucible, a 54-hour team effort, problem solving evolution which culminated with an emotional ceremony in which the recruits were
presented the Marine Corps
Emblem, and were addressed as
"Marines" for the first time since
boot camp began.
Hogsed joins 41,000 men and
women who will enter the Marine
Corps this year from all over the
country.
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US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
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US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars $10.00

$17.00- 19.00
318.00-20.00
420.00. 25.00
425.00 - 29.00
415.00 17.00
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Mrs. Molena Armstrong

Mrs. Molena Armstrong, 79, Taylors Store Road, Murray, died
Tuesday, May 4, 1999, at 10 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Salem Baptist Church and of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club.
Her husband, Crawford Armstrong, one daughter, Peggy Geurin,
one son, Ronnie Armstrong, and two brothers, George (Quincy)
Adams and Robert Adams, all preceded her in death. Born April
1, 1920, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late
Albert Adams and Vera E. Atkins Adams.
Survivors include three sons, Bobby Armstrong and wife, Glenda, Murray, Jerry Armstrong and wife, Sandra, Sedalia, and Donnie Armstrong and wife, Kaye, Sharon, Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Thelma Adams, Farmington, Mo.; an aunt, Mrs. Pauline Wainscott,
Murray; 10 grandchildren, Jennifer Stubblefield and husband, Chad,
David Armstrong, Teresa Hudson and husband, Layton, Nancy
Armstrong, and Jeanetta McCallon and husband, Randy, all of
Murray, Jason Armstrong, Sharon, Tenn., Ashley Armstrong, Lynnville, Mike Armstrong and wife Dawn, Wingo, Marty Armstrong
and wife, Becca, Mayfield, and Melia Newton and husband, Fred.
Bowling; six great-grandchildren; several cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. John Sheppard and the Rev.
Joe Pat Winchester will officiate. Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery.
:Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

A.T. Meunier

A.T. Meunier, 86, Paducah, died Wednesday, May 5, 1999, at
5:15 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired electrician, he was a member of Local 816 of the
I.B.E.W., of First Baptist Church, Paducah, Paducah Lodge #I27
Free and Accepted Masons. Scottish Rite and Rizpah Shrine Temple. He was an Army veteran of World War II.
Mr. Meunier was the son of the late Charles A. Meunier and
Audrey Tate Meunier. One brother also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lorena Tatum Meunier, formerly of Calloway County; one son, Charles Tate Meunier, and
one brother, Charles Allen Meunier, both of Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Marjorie Stephens, Lenoir City, Tenn.; two grandsons, Dr.
Kevin Meunier, Louisville, and Michael Meunier, Lexington; one
great-granddaughter, Emily Meunier, Louisville.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Robert Kersey will officiate.
Burial will follow in Palestine Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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Mrs. Mary Jeanean Garland, 63, St. Rt. 80 West, Fancy Farm,
mother of Mrs. Nancy Newsome of Murray, died Wednesday, May
5, 1999, at 8:32 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of St. Jerome Catholic Church in Fancy
Farm. Her father, Leslie M. Russell, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Joseph Garland: three daughters,
Mrs. Leslie Albritton, Mayfield, Mrs. Monica Carrico, Fancy Farm,
and Mrs. Nancy Newsome, Murray; one son, Chris Garland, Paducah; her mother, Mrs. Pauline Carrico Russell, Fancy Farm; three
sisters, Mrs. Norma Thompson, Fancy Farm, Mrs. Jane Bennett,
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Paula Honeycutt, Nashville, Tenn.; one
brother, Joe Ed Russell, Paducah; 10 grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm. Fr. Delma Clemons will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Chad Thomas Redden, Aaron Carrico. Ben
Carrico, Jacob Albritton, Russell Bennett and Chris Garland, active;
Joe Thompson, Robert Russell, Steven Russell, Louis Russell, Brad
Cothran and Brad Newsome, honorary. Burial will follow in St.
Jerome Cemetery with arrangements by Brown Funeral Home of
Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday). Prayer service will be tonight at 7 p.m. at the funeral home.

Mrs. Pauline Davis
Mrs. Pauline Davis, 82, formerly of Almo, died today, May 6,
1999, at 12:25 a.m. at PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.
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Jr., 40, North Little Rock, Ark.,
formerly of Murray, died Monday, May 3, 1999, in Little Rock,
Ark.
He was in the automobile repair business and was of Baptist
faith. He was born Oct. 28, 1958. in Tell City, Ind. Preceding
him in death were his grandparents, Earl Wheat, William Alexander Whited and Novie Whited.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sylvia Whited; one son, Derrick Lewis, Nebraska; one stepdaughter, Alisha Whited of North
Little Rock; his father, Richard Whited, Murray; his mother, Mrs.
Peggy Ann Whited, Russellville; five sisters, Mrs. Debbie Moore
and husband, Paul, Russellville, Mrs. Ten Witt and husband, Mickey, Franklin, and Sheri Whited Latimer, Dianne Whited, and Mrs.
Angela Whited Richerson and husband, Kevin, all of Murray; one
brother, Elic Whited, Murray; his grandmother, Mrs. Lavinia Wheat,
Franklin; six nieces; five nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Danny Thompson will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Mrs. Ila Peeler, 93, Paducah, formerly of 318 North Seventh
St., Murray, died Tuesday, May 4, 1999, at 5:35 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service May 6,
1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 35 Est. 25 Barrows & Gilts steady Sows
steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
.$32.00- 33.50
428.00-31.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$31.50 32.50
US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
$22.00 24.00

Richard Gerald (Ricky) Whited Jr.
Richard Gerald (Ricky) Whited

UNITED

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 094.52-1
14.89
Air Products
471
/
4
AT&T
621
/
2+
Bell South
45'34-'4
Briggs & Stratton
681
/
4+ 1
Bristol Myers Squibb 67%
Caterpillar
65)a
Daimler Chrysler
WO'/ +1/i.
Dean Foods
367/.+ 1
Exxon
.
/4
84 -11
Ford Motor
64% unc
General Electric
1101
/
4
/
4 + 11
General Motors
86%
Goodrich
431
/
4
Goodyear
/
4
621'4+1
HopFed Bank*
201/41B 201
/
4A
IBM
211 /1 . -1%.
Ingersoll Rand
686/.
Intel
63%2/.
Kroger
53%
LG&E
/14 24
21 .
Lucent Tech
Mattel
25".-1
/
4
.
McDonalds
40".
Mercantile Bank
59 2/.
Merck
/
2+111.
731
Microsoft
80% + 11
/
4
J.C. Penney
461
/
4 -1
/
4
Quaker Oats
641
.
/
4
Schering-Plough
4934.
Sears
496+°/.
Texaco
631
/
4+%
Time Warner
72% +
Union Planters
42% -1
/
4
UST
27% -%
Wal-Mart
431
/
4.+j
ig

•tiolliard Lyons is kmarket maker in this
stock
unc - once unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information

Available
Upon Request

NO ROAMING OR LONG DISTANCE
CHARGES ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY.
Introducing AmericaChoice.'" Use your wireless phone without thinking twice. Sign up for
our new AmericaChoice plan. And if you don't need the whole country,
we also offer great local and regional plans. And thefreedom to switch if
your needs change. Find out more. Visit a participating GTE Wireless
location, visit www.gte.com, or call I-800-800-4GTE today.
CALL TODAY OR VISIT A PARTICIPATING GTE WIRELESS LOCATION
For information on corporate sales, call 1.800.897-3170

GTE Wireless Agent
Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123
••.•t •
••

44
•
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,
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1-800-800-40TE
One-year same agreement. credit check and pawnor tee ractured Customer must prime a tam sorretc sky a GTE
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Today is the 50th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert N. Butler of Coles Campground Road, Murray. They
were married May 6, 1949.
In the announcement and picture for their 50th anniversary.
published on April 26, I inadvertently typed incorrectly the last
name of Mrs. Butler's mother. She is the daughter of the late
Harley Bolen and Myrtle Darnall Bolen of Murray. Mr. Butler
is the son of the late Floyd Butler and Helen Darnall Butler
of Murray.
I am sorry for the error. Congratulations to the Butlers on
this special day.

As part of Autism Awareness Month, Val Dowdy, left, president of Parents in Partnership, presented packets of information about autism to Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott.
This is to assist law enforcement officials, court officials
and attorneys in increasing their awareness of dealing with
a person with autism.

Senior day at museum
Today is Senior Citizen Appreciation Day at the National Scouting Museum. Free admission will be to people, ages 55 and above,
until 4:30 p.m. today (Thursday). Take this opportunity to visit this
outstanding tourist attraction here in Murray.

Hazel club will honor seniors

BIRTHS
Kimberly Marie Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Golen Freeman of 216 Glade Rd., Benton, are
the parents of a daughter, Kimberly Marie Freeman, born on Thursday, April 22, 1999, at 9:16 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Pamela Trimble.
Grandparents are Beauton Dunn Trimble of Benton, Gene Trimble
of New Concord, Barbara Freeman of Hardin and Milton Freeman of
Murray.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
INT.(4)10

formal Mrar

Formal Wear and Limousine
Tuxedo Rentals Begin At $59.99 Complete
All Styles Available - Over 1,000 To Choose From
304 Main St.
(Free '99 Charms With Rentals)
116 N. Market
Prom Gowns Arriving Daily!
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(270)753-1300
(901)642-5300
(270)759-4713
1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-FOR MRJS
',limousines Available For Prom
1-888-958-9879
1-888-367-6757
< Toll Free Nationwide >

Jaime Stroud and Jessie Rhodes

Stroud and Rhodes
wedding to be May 29
Mrs. John Stroud of Benton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter. Jaime Lynn Stroud, to Jessie Keith
Rhodes, son of Keith and Rebecca Rhodes of Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Duane Alexander of Benton and Mrs. Frances Stroud and the late Floyd Stroud of
Bad Axe, Mich.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Rhodes
and Mrs. Virginia Brewer and the late Grady Brewer, all of Benton.
The bride-elect, a 1997 graduate of Marshall County High School,
is currently attending Murray State University pursing a degree in
nursing. She is employed as a nursing assistant at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High
School. He is employed as manager at Holland Tire in Benton.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. May 29. 1999,
at 2 p.m. at Faith Missionary Baptist Ghurch, Benton.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends arc invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

La 14 CUAt4,HA,Ve *WO
1\1(2 To Moll,

Pancake breakfast Saturday
Kiwanis annual pancake breakfast will be Saturday from 6 to
10 a.m. at Rudy's Restaurant on the west side of Murray Courtsquare. Tickets will be $4 for adults and $2 for children 12 and
under. All proceeds will benefit service projects of the Kiwanis
Club.

Music Chorus will rehearse
Music Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have an important rehearsal tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
at the club house. The chorus will sing at the memorial service at
the general meeting of the club on May 27. Judith Hill is the
director and Pamela Seward is the accompanist.

Bluegrass music on Friday
Jackson Purchase Friends of the Bluegrass will present "Live
Bluegrass Music" at its meeting on Friday at 8 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Admission is free and
the public is invited.

Car wash on Saturday
The Junior UMYF of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will sponsor a car wash on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The car wash will be at Advance Auto Parts on South 12th Street,
Murray.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend the Singles
Dance at the Gibson Building, Mayfield, tonight (Thursday) from
7 to 11 p.m. On Saturday the group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Playhouse in the Park to attend the production of "The Foreigner," but reservations are required. For more information call Vicky
at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

•Chocolates, cookies & snacks
*Coffees, teas, and tins
'Bath & Body products, candles and cards
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Sedalia Day on Saturday
Sedalia Day will be Saturday near the town's fire department
on Kentucky Highway 97. Events include a flea market at 7 a.m.,
free health clinic from 8 a.m. to noon, games at 9 a.m., parade at
10 a.m., and auction at 1 p.m. Proceeds will go toward the town's
fire department. For information call 1-270-328-8935.

Fun for kids, stress free for Dad, and sweet for
MOM!
Enjoy unique shopping at bigfish

Trip opened to the public

Children will save an extra
10% Saturday, May 8th
CID

Hazel Woman's Club will host a luncheon for all senior citizens
of the Hazel area on Saturday at noon at the Hazel Community
Center. Reservations are not necessary. This is an annual project
of the Hazel club to honor the senior citizens of the community.

Singles (SOS) plan events

Bring the children to visit our special "kiddie corner," where we can help them select and assemble
their own personalized gift for Mom.

10th & Arcadia • 753-0921 • Fax 753-6909
M-F 9-5 • Sat. May 8th 10-2 • We Ship UPS

Cl
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"That little something extra"
It

perennials • he
. ground cover
.2596 Brinn Rd.* Murray,KY
(cornor of North 16th & Poor ilsirm Rd.)

ift

HIGHER PRAISE —11‘
WORSHIP CENTER

(502).759!.369.5

SUBSCRIBE

Celebrating Seven Years!

Jackson Purchase Chapter of Senior Friends is opening to the
public, ages 50 and above, their trip to St. Louis, Mo., on June
17. The group will leave PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield, at
7:30 a.m. and return at approximately 9:30 p.m. The price will be
$107 per person including motor coach, transportation, comedy
murder mystery, lunch and the Buttertly House. Registration is due
today, May 6, by calling LeeAnn Heflin at 1-270-251-4470 or
Shirley Hallmark at 1-270-527-9748.

Water Resource meeting May 12
A Water Resource Development Commission (WRDC) public
meeting will be Wednesday at .9 a.m. at the Purchase area Development District, 1002 Medical Dr., Mayfield. If unable to attend,
remarks may be submitted in writing to the PADD Office, attn:
GIS WRDC, P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066.

Plant Swap on Saturday
&JaiRegiJiry
••

Entrapment

•
••

PGI3 1:10 3:30 7:25 9:40
Go

•
•

R 1:05 3:15 7:15 9:25
Lost & Found

Distinguished Guest Speakers. Pastors Randy & Tammy Voight

On May the 7th, 8th & 9th Higher Praise Worship Center,
located on Hwy.641 N. in Murray, will be having special services with guest speakers, Pastors Randy & Tammy Voightfrom
Christ Community Church in Hopkinsville, KY. Pastor Randy
Voight presents a very simple yet profound message of faith
and victory. His dynamic preaching style will both challenge
and motivate the hearers toward faith in God's word.
The service times are May 7th & 8th, 7:00 p.m. and Sunday,
May 9th at 10:30 p.m. with a potluck fellowship afterwards.
Pastor Clere and congregation of Higher Praise invite you to
come and celebrate with them.
There will be no services Sunday night.
For More Information Call
753-1991 or 753-4392

PGI3 1:30 3:40 7:20 9:30
Life
°
la
•
•
S
o

R 1:20 3:45 7:20 9:45
Never Been Kissed
PGI3 1:10 3:30 7:05 9:15

•
•
I

••
•
••

We are pleased to
announce that
Wendy Ramsey
bride-elect of
Jamey Powell
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Wendy and Jamey
will be married
May 22, 1999.

Matrix
R 1:00 3:35 7:00 9:35
The Out of Tow ners
PGI3 1:15 3:20 7:10 9:20
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only!
Program Info. Call 753-3314

WAVIVIART.
SUPERCENTER
—
MCI1 MY.,

Hwy 641 N • Murray

Kenlake State Resort Park will hold its second plant swap Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at the Kenlake Hotel. In exchange for
unwanted flowers, persons will receive tulip bulbs. This is free and
open to the public. For information call 474-2211.

Nursing home plans booth
Puryear Nursing Home will have a booth set up at Puryear Day
on May 15 to do finger sticks for blood sugar and checking blood
pressures free of charge to the public. Refreshments will be served.

Furby Buddies®
Have Arriired!
*Collect them all
*Furby Buddies each have a
name.
*Talk to them, play with them,
hug them, and most of all, love
them!
*All of your favorite Furby's in
popular soft, bean bag plush
at

ws

Downtown Ct. Sq.• Murray
753-0859
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Fifth birthday celebrated

Third grade Bear Cubs participating in the annual Pinewo
od
Derby of Cub Scout Pack 73 at Southwest Elementary
School were, from left, Jacob Wade, Ryan Ferguson, David
Lee and Travis Saucier.

Lakyn Chalker celebrated her
fifth birthday on May 2 with a
party at the First Assembly of
God Church in Mayfield.
"Nick Jr.'s Blues Clues" was
the theme of the party. A one
hour magic show was presented
by her special guest, Jethro the
Clown.
Attending were her parents,
Jamie and Shyla Chalker; her
grandparents. Franklin and Reggie Chalker and Ron and Toni
Williams; aunts and uncles, Susan
and Johnny Riley, and Tammy
McGowan; cousins, Dustin and
Jacob Cavanaugh, and Meagan Holshouser; sister, Kourtney Williams;
adult friend, Matt Williams.
Also attending were her preschool and church friends — Madison Insco, Mirranda Rodgers, Sabrina Pirrot, Courtney Wright, Jennifer Whitt, Chelsea McCallon,
Megan Mathis, Ren, Rex and Austin

LAKYN CHALKER
Coleman, Channing
IN, \V1
Simpson, Karrah Grass. '1.0,
and Darian Phillips. and .1.1.
Jackie Brown.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mathenv

Couple to celebrate
75th anniversary

14,

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Matheny, 1059 Crawford Tr., Murray, will
observe their 75th wedding anniversary on Monday. May 10.
A celebration will be held Sunday. May 16, at Westside Baptist
Church, Murray, where they are members. All relatives and friends
are invited to call between the hours of 2 to 3 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Matheny were married May 10, 1924, by the late
Rev. W.G. Blakely at the bride's parents' home in Trigg County. They
resided in Trigg County until 1944 when they moved to Calloway
County.
Mrs. Matheny, the former Susie Smith, is the daughter of the late
William Hatton (WH) Smith and Lindsey Ann Smith of Trigg County.
Mr. Matheny, a retired farmer, is the son of the late Bailey Matheny and Nannie Roberts Matiteny.
They have one son. Howard Matheny of Murray. Two grandchildren are Meta Brewer and husband, Mark, of Kirksey and Kelvin
Matheny and wife, Lisa, of Farmington. Two great-grandchildren arc
Sabrina Brewer and Darbie Brewer of Kirksey.

* DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS *

Several music students from Murray Christian Academy
perform a rhythm activity with Karen Record, their music
teacher, at a recent open house.

Collectible Treasures
Hazel, KY

(1/
CC
Ui

Form a watch group

Limited .Edition Dolls, Bears & Gifts

Retired officers to meeet
A newly formed local chapter
of The Retired Officers Association (TROA), The Four Rivers
Chapter, will have a dinner meeting on May 22 at the Executive
Inn, Paducah.
At the meeting the Four Rivers
Chapter will receive official recognition from the TROA National
Organization as the Western Kentucky/Southern Illinois chapter of
TROA.
Col. Chris Giaimo, United States
Air Force-Retired, director of
Council and Chapter Affairs for
TROA, will be present to officially confer the charter to the
new chapter.
Guest speaker will be Kentucky
First District Congressman Ed
Whitfield.
All retired officers of the mil-

Renee Buckingham, right, service regional administrator
over the Community Based Services, spoke about "Child
Abuse Prevention Month" at the April meeting of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were,
from left, Shirley Toon and Debbie Dibble, and not pictured, Mitzi Cathey. The department will have a potluck
salad supper Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Sarah
Curd.

itary services, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA), and the Public Health
Service are invited to attend the
dinner meeting.
For more information and/or
reservations, call John Joyce at
1-270-444-6852.

Now carries Lee Middleton Babies, Rustic, 'turners, Parkins and
many other artist dolls. Come visit our brand new store in Hazel to
0 register
for chance of "free" doll.
502-492-6206 • Hrs: Thurs.-Sat. 10-4 p.m. Sun. 1-4 p.m. By Appt. Anytime
641
nun Murray, west on Calloway, left on 4th St., 1-1/2 blks. from Main St.
* DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS * DOLL LOVERS *
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Charbroiled Steaks
since 1972

Moiliters'Day
I Rooting - 9poot
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE!
CALL
753-1916

Open at 5pm
Wed through Sun
(Closed Mon & Taes)
reservations any night

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Aurora, KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake
•

1-270-474-2773

•

fei0

hotline
1-800-474-2770

reservation

Featuring....

Midnight Ramblers
1c)&
Oalc51:tiss

Ta

I

with "French Comfort" hacks

"Eternity" Anniversary Band
One Carat* Two Carats*
ret.

$P799

ref.

c1la/ara/r1.$
199
2t.

$299

One $599
Carat*

One Carat*
S30 per month

Diamond Studs
Promotional Quality
"
S
Of

1/4 Carat*

ZI6

1/2 Carat
Your Choice

l'nrOe

also featuring

iDna

$399 $899

Channel Set Earrings

‘

200
and the

One Carat* Two Carats*

560 per month

al&CDC

FatilitY
on the
_

"Starbright- Diamond Cluster

Princess Cut !41
999 ref.
.
Solitaire
s-toati

Saturday, May 15th, 1999 at 7:30 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
617 Poplar Street
•

CarrYing

AIN)"
OFeSt1009361 1i
€.4) „459.00.0
4
a8Pa
'

One Carat

Murray, Kentucky

am

WI

Sterling Silver
Guardian Angel
Pendant & Rope Chain

tst annual ,Spring
Bluegrass Concert

Traclit1011

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; Closed Sun.

Call For Openings

?_1_111

$799S re'.

_fr)

rincess Cut, Marquise Cut S24 per
or Round Solitaire

Also Drawing for $100 Cash Prize
Admission $8.00 for adults. Children under 12 free

,while accompanied by

"Rolex Style"
Diamond Bracelet
One Carat* Two Carats*

299499
ref. 5599

ref. 5999

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

adult.)

—....-

month

$89
$149

1/2 Carat*

rar••■•••••••••••!"..".
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Regional conference planned
Animal Abuse and Family Violence:
Exploring the Connection is the title of a
regional conference to be hosted this fall
by the Humane Society, of Calloway County.
The conference will be held October I
at Murray State University's Curris Center
and will provide opportunities to closely
examine animal abuse and its relationship
to violence within the family and the community.
Teachers, animal-lovers, people in medicine and the mental health fields, law enforcement officers, clergy, social service work-

ers and many others will explore this very
important subject.
Two the key points which will be examined at the conference include, first, animal
abuse in the home often means that child
abuse is taking place as well; and, second,
a child who is abusing animals has taken
the first step on the path of violence toward
other people.
Anyone who would like to serve on the
conference planning committee is invited to
call Conference Chairperson Kathy Cohen
at 492-8838.

Childre
the Kei
left, An

Newspaper reaches students

The Ted Thiede family and their dog, Hershey, were among the many who
enjoyed the Humane Society's 1998 Bark in the Park during the Freedom Fest
celebration. This year's Bark in the Park will be held in the City Park July 2
from 4 to 7 p.m. during Freedom Fest's Family Day in the Park.

'Pips for owning a pet

••
00
•S.

•
•

It is easy to be a responsible pet owner. Just remember that your cat or dog depends
on you to provide companionship, healthy food, veterinary care, shelter and safety.
License your pet according
to your local laws and have
him/her wear an ID tag showing your name, address, and
telephone number at all times.
Make your pet an indoor
pet. Your cat or dog should
live inside with the rest of
your family.
Keep your dog or cat on
a leash or under your control
whenever you take him/her outside for exercise. This will
protect your pet from injuries
caused by cars and other animals and from disease and
theft.
Spay or neuter your pet. This
will keep him/her healthier and

proper veterinary care, and
keep up with the necessary
vaccinations, including rabies
shots, to protect your pet, other
animals, and your community.
Train your pet patiently, and
give him/her lots of love and
attention.
Groom your pet often to
keep his/her coat healthy. soft,
and shiny.
Have realistic expectations
about your pet; nobody is perfect. Make a commitment to
work through any behavior or
health problems that may arise.
Don't just get rid of your pet!
Visit your local animal shelter when it's time to bring a
new pet into your life, and
adopt one of the many dogs
and cats of all types, sizes,
and ages who are waiting for
a lifelong responsible home.

will reduce the problem of
dog and cat overpopulation.
Give your pet a nutritious
diet, including constant access
to clean water.
Provide your pet with plenty of exercise.
Be sure your pet receives

More than 1,800 elementary students in Murray and Calloway County are receiving KIND NEWS, a
student newspaper provided through
a Humane Society program called
Adopt-A-Teacher.
Each issue of KIND NEWS contains stories about animals and the
environment as well as anti-drug messages, activities and games.
"Because a child who is abusing
animals has taken the first step on
the path of violence toward other
people, it is vitally important to
validate a child's natural feelings
of compassion and empathy," according to Kathy Hodge, Humane Society of Calloway County president. "KIND
NEWS is a powerful tool that teaches compassion and it is currently reaching more
than 62 elementary classrooms each month
of the school year"

Each
classroom
receives copies of the
paper for each student
and the teacher receives
a guide with activities
and suggestions for
using the paper.
It costs $25 to adopt
one teacher (and classroom) for a year. Subscriptions are paid for
from United Way funds
and other donations
made to the Society.
More than 60 classrooms are currently
adopted and the Society's goal is to add 10 more classrooms
for the 1999-2000 school year.
Call the Humane Society at 492-8838 if
you would like to adopt any kindergarten
through sixth grade class.
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Certificates help pet owners
Discount certificates that will pay for 50
percent of the cost to spay or neuter your
pet are available to low-income families
from the Humane Society of Calloway County.
The Society's program aids families who
need financial assistance in getting their
pets "Fixed for Life."
Spay/neuter applications are available at
the offices of all Calloway County veterinarians, the Calloway County Public Library,
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
Murray City Hall and, by request at 4928838.

Financial eligibility guidelines are printed on the application.
There are many health benefits for spayed
or neutered dogs and cats. For example,
neutering eliminates the possibility of testicular tumors and prostate cancer in males;
spaying female dogs and cats helps reduce
the incidence of breast cancer. Bath dogs
and cats live longer, healthier lives, on average, than animals which have not been
"fixed for life."
Donations to the Humane Society's Fixed
for Life Program may be sent to P. 0. Box
764. Murray, KY 42071.
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SPECIAL NUMBERS TO REMEMBER
ANIMAL CONTROL
753-3151

ANIMAL SHELTER
759-4141

HUMANE
SOCIETY
MESSAGE LINE
492-8838

•411•
00

Westside Veterinary Service

-mot

Dedicated Health Care For Your Pets
Hospital Member

L_Veterivry leiCenteri

AAHA

American
Animal
Hospital
Association

Excellence In Small Anfma Care

Jeannine Buchanan, DVM

Dr. Bob Salley
Dr. Noel Thomas

•Medicine,Surgery & Dentistry
•Boarding & Grooming
•Horses & Farm Animals

753-6749

Dr. Damon Eastwood
Dr. Ben Character

Dr. Betsy Character

212 South 12th St. • Murray • 753-7011

1271 Robertson Rd., South • Murray

Invisible Fencing'dogs love to play at home.
We offer a -Family of Systems" that fit both your yard and your budget

ci
INVISIBLET.
Pt ft 001/• “if

'Lifetime Warranties
'Professional Installation
'Prompt on-site service
over 20 years expenence
'Vetennanan approved

Your Neighborhood Pet
Containment Professionals

Invisible Fencing
Of We4 Kontlicky
898-4271 or 1-800458-8538

100/.
OFF
Any
Outside
Unit
Installed

FUZZY FRIENDS
Open your heart to a new friend, and
help a dog or cat that desperately
needs a home. Thousands of animals
are destroyed each year because no
home could be found for them. You
can make a difference.

With Coupon
Expires
May 31, 1999
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LINCOLN
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St., Murray

1601 College Farm Road • 753-2088

Protect Your Favorite Furry
Friends From Fleas at...
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Power-Spot & Bio-Spot
Flea & Tick Remedies
For Dogs & Cats

LINCOLN

753-5273

MURRAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray • 753-1916

Be Kind To Animals
They're Our Friends Too.

Quality Healthcare For Your
Special Family Member.
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3 month supply/ IMP

Farmers Farmacy
Dixieland Center
Murray, KY • 759-2248
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Mix provides forum
for local musicians
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
One local business owner hopes
his idea will become a welcome
addition to the Murray community.
Al Mix, owner of Uncle Lucky's
Kwik Mart in Murray, wants to
convey his love of music to the

III
Children from First Baptist Church, Murray, participating in
the Kentucky Baptist All-State Children's Choir were, from
left, Amy White, Stephen Parker and Sarah Hines.

•

•

•

•

Local children take part
in Baptist state choir
The sixth annual Kentucky Baptist All-State Children's Choir
recently presented a concert,"Songs
of Freedom - A Program of African
American Spirituals."
Sponsored by the Church Music
Department of the Kentucky Baptist Convention for children in
grades 4 to 6, the choir includes
some of the finest musicians in'
the state.
The 120 children selected by
audition were divided into two
choirs - East and West. They met
in their respective groups for
rehearsal April 16-18.
The West Choir led in worship
at Beaver Dam Baptist Church and

then joined with the East Choir
for the final concert at Grayson
County Middle School, Leitchfield.
Thirty-three Southern Baptist
churches across Kentucky are represented in the choir.
Local children from First Baptist Church. Murray, include Sarah
Hines, Stephen Parker and Amy
White.
Directors for the Kentucky Baptist All-State Children's Choir are
June Bailey, children's choir consultant for the Kentucky Baptist
Convention, and Dr. Louie Bailey, minister of music at Crescent
Hill Baptist Church, Louisville.

community and provide a platform
for local musicians.
"I like music," Mix said. "And
we've got a lot of good musicians around this area. We want
--to generate a little interest in our
local musicians and give people
something to do."
Mix began Uncle Lucky's Front
Porch last month when he featured the rock band "Oddly
Enough" during a small concert
that attracted around 130 spectators.
"They (this community) gave
me this store," explained Mix.
"Now it's time to give something
back to this community."
Mix will continue his mini-concert performances this Sunday,.
Mother's Day, by featuring harpist
Mary Sublett. She is scheduled to
begin playing at 1 p.m.
"I'm not sure how long she
will be here," Mix said. "But she's
agreed to play for a little while."
In Nddition to the free concert,

Perfect

Mix will give away red roses to
the first 100 mothers who visit
his business.
Donations to charitable funds
will be accepted during the performance.
"We're going to try and give
something to the LifeHouse and
we're going to try and raise money
for a kidney transplant," he said.
"We plan to give those contributions back to the community."
According to Mix, the free performances are similar to other productions in the region.
"The closest thing to it is the
(concerts) they have in Paducah,"
he noted. "I didn't get my idea
from that, but it's something close
to that.
"I would have loved to open
my own club, but I got involved
in this business instead. My sister and I are both artists, and
music is an integral part of our
lives ... Things like this are hard
to find," he added.
Mix hopes Uncle Lucky's Front
Porch will become a regular event
in Murray.
"I've built a little platform and
we kind of have a little stage area
built in front of the store," he
said. "I would like to have something out there about once a week
— I think it would be a whole lot
of fun."

3hart Special
&alInternatiotui
OrCraci
Bean Bag

MOM.
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PARENT poweR
/WV If

Books • Bibles • Cards • Etc.
Court Square • Downtown • Murray 6753-7222

Dale Leys demonstrates the use of pen and ink at his April 1921 workshop at the Murray Art Guild.
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ATTENTION SENIORS

•
•

Don't be left out!
If you DID NOT have your 1999 senior
photo taken by Allison Photography you
need to bring a current picture* of yourself
to the Ledger & Times office or the office at
your high school NO LATER THAN MAY 7,
1999.
If the Ledger & Times does not have your
picture by May 7, 1999 at 5 p.m. it will not
be in the Graduation Section.
*All pictures should have the senior's full name on the back of the photo
The pictures can be picked up at the Ledger & Times office after the
Graduation Section is printed.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
(behind the old Piggly Wiggly building)

753-1916

Collection

cro
CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450 • CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450

Every Friday Night

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

OPEN 6 DAYS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE

New Location - 121 North

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone &
Firestone Tires

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

•Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

The
I Paducah Symphony I
I Chifdren's Chorus I
SPECIAL CONCERT
Saturdzy, May 15
7:30pm
at Murray State's
Lovett Au&torium
TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT__40,41
TH-Errnn

LIU PM

Ronnie Melvin

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
401 North 4th St.• Murray

Once again,
we're happy to
announce
Peoples Bank
is still
Peoples Bank

IIM

You Only Go
To An Experienced
Mechanic.
Shouldn't You Co To
An Experienced
Insurance Agent,
too?

O

ranGe
INBURANCE
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N. 12th St.
Tony Boyd

Murray
753-5842

South 4th. Murray (270)753-6450

WE VALUE INDEPENDENCE.
If you're looking for a bank, you don't need to look further than
Murray's only independent bank. Peoples Bank of MtKray.

PeoplesBank
Of yurray,Kentucky

MEMBER

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story
Kroger Money Market Center • MSU Teller Machine: Curris Center
• MCCH Teller Machine:
Murray-Calloway County Hospital • Phone: 767-BANK. INFOLINE: 800-811-8157

4x8

Treated
Lattice

6.99

Pressure Treated

Landscape
Timbers

2.76

Whip
Sopcbe.s
asr

VINYL-CLAD
Self-Storing
•Solid Wood Core
•Heavy-Duty Weatherstripping
•Maintenance-Free Exterior
•Ayailable In White
•32"x81" and 36"x81"
-Five-Year Warranty!

'99.99

Model #298SS

PRICES GOOD THRU 5/11/99
CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450 • CALL THE LUMBE0 YLIMBEP

Ihilm.,111!"•••
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Spurs clinch top spot
through NBA playoffs
Iverson nips Shaq
for scoring crown
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
The road to the NBA championship will go
through San Antonio as long as the Spurs can continue winning. As for Allen Iverson, the next time
he walks on the court, he'll be known as the league's
leading scorer.
The Spurs clinched the No. 1 seed in the West
and homecourt advantage throughout the playoffs
with an 88-81 victory at Golden State. They'll begin
their postseason Sunday against Minnesota.
It'll be a different postseason this year, with five
playoff teams from last season, Seattle, Charlotte,
Cleveland, New Jersey and — of course — the
defending champion Chicago Bulls, sitting this one
out.
The last night of the regular season was a wild
one Wednesday night, with each of the 16 playoff
teams having to wait until the games ended to learn
their futures.
When the last game ended at 1:09 a.m. EST, the
postseason picture for this lockout-abbreviated, hectic season finally became clear.
In the first round, it will be Miami-New York,

UK says
its not
ducking
Temple

Indiana-Milwaukee, Orlando-Philadelphia and AtlantaDetroit in the Eastern Conference.
In the West, it will be San Antonio-Minnesota,
Portland-Phoenix, Utah-Sacramento and L.A. Lakers-Houston.
"Now the fun starts," said Miami Heat coach Pat
Riley, whose team will renew its rivalry with the
Knicks. "You can never say that something crazy
isn't going to happen."
In the statistical races, Iverson won the scoring
title over Shaquille O'Neal, Chris Webber won the
rebounding title, Jason Kidd led in assists, Kendall
Gill led in steals and Alonzo Mourning led in
blocked shots.
On the scoreboard, it was Philadelphia 105, Detroit
100 in overtime;_the Los Angeles Lakers 119, Portland 91; New York 101, Miami 88; Orlando 103,
Chicago 83; Houston 95, Denver 88; Atlanta 100,
Washington 92; Sacramento 99, Vancouver 95; Phoenix
100, Minnesota 96; New Jersey 115, Milwaukee
107; Toronto 96, Cleveland 87; Charlotte 133, Boston
129 in double overtime and Seattle 107, the Los
Angeles Clippers 105.
Spurs 88, Warriors 81
Golden State pulled within two points on a 3pointer by John Starks with 4:36 left. They got no
closer, however, as San Antonio went 8-of-10 from
the foul line in the closing minutes.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky responded angrily to
charges of ducking an early-season basketball date with Temple.
Temple assistant athletic director Lynn Snyder said Tuesday that
the Wildcats had refused to play
the Owls in the Dec. 30 Sugar
Bowl Classic doubleheader in New
Orleans.
"They didn't want to play us,
which was very disappointing to
us, and to the Sugar Bowl," Snyder said.
Kentucky basketball spokesman
Brooks Downing said Wednesday
that the school has no say in
whom it plays in the doubleheader.
The Sugar Bowl Classic is part
of the festivities leading up to the
Jan. 4 Sugar Bowl between the
File photo
nation's two top-ranked college
Tim Duncan scored 28 points as San Antonio beat Golden football teams.
State 88-81 Wednesday, giving the Spurs homecourl advanSee Page 11
Two Kentucky players, starting
tage throughout the NBA playoffs.
center Michael Bradley and backup guard Ryan Hogan, announced
last week that they were transferring, and Snyder said he was
told Kentucky didn't want to play
another top team atter playing a
tough nonconference schedule last
The Associated Press
•
•
beat Cincinnati 5-1, Atlanta rout- game," Rockies manager Jim Ley- season.
This was the opposite of goose
ed St. Louis 12-3, Milwaukee edged land said. "I'm just glad we won."
"I guess(Kentucky coach Tubby
eggs.
Florida 2-0, Los Angeles defeated
Pedro Astacio (2-3) struck out Smith) lost a couple of players,"
By the time Colorado was done the first since St. Louis won 15- inning and lose by five," said Montreal 8-2, Houston rallied past 11 in eight innings. Terry Mul- Temple coach John Chaney said.
with the Chicago Cubs' pitchers, 2 on Sept. 13, 1964 — also at Larry Walker, went 3-for-5 with a New York 5-4, Philadelphia beat holland (2-1) gave up seven runs "He's got a tough time. They don't
the Rockies became only the third Wrigley Field. It happened only single in the first, a double that San Diego 11-1 and Pittsburgh got — six earned — and 11 hits in want to play us. I can't get in
team this century to score every one other time this century, when loaded the bases in the third and by San Francisco 4-3 in 12 innings. five-plus innings.
their heads and know why."
the New York Giants beat Philadel- a leadoff triple in the fifth.
inning.
Diamondbacks 5, Reds 1
At Wrigley, rookie Chris SexDowning called such claims
"A high school team could come ton hit his first major league home
"When we get beat, we don't phia 22-8 on June 1, 1923.
Randy Johnson (3-1) pitched a preposterous.
The feat has been accomplished here and score 10 runs the way run and had three RBIs, and Dante four-tUtter
mess around, do we?" the Cubs'
"We have played one of the
— for his second complete
, •
Mark Grace said Wednesday after just nine times in major league the ball was going out today," Bichette went 4-for-5.
glOttzt
.
the season and hit a •run-• toughest schedules on an annual
Colorado's 13-6 victory at Wrigley history — and not at all in the Walker said, referring to a 16 mph
"Some of the players, when sedating double for the third RBI basis over the last few years," he
American league.
Field.
wind that helped Sammy Sosa hit their careers are over and they're of his career. He .struck out eight said. "For us to be accused of
"The way things are going for his sixth homer.
Colorado became the ninth major
talking with somebody, they can
ducking anyone is almost ludileague team to achieve the feat, us, we could score a run every
In other NL games, Arizona say, 'We scored every inning in a In See Page 11
crous."
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Rockies pull off rare feat in 13-6 win
Score in every inning

MSU volleyball
signs six new
players to roster
for 1999 season

Lencki named
athlete of year
by Biokinetics

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State women's volleyball head coach Dave
Schwepker has announced his signees for the 1999
season.
The group of six signees rivals that of last year.
when seven new players joined the Racer fold.
"This year's recruiting class is, once again, big in
numbers and a very talented class," Schwepker said.
"We have added six new players to our roster of
nine.
The 15-player roster will be the largest in Murray
State history.
The six signees are:
•Tracy Buck, a 5-10 outside hitter from Collierville.
Tenn.
•Chrissy Dabbert, a 5-6 setter from West Chicago,
.Rose Dalton, a 5-11 outside hitter from St. Louis.
•Katie Helleny, a 5-5 setter/defensive specialist from
Herrin, Ill.
•Meesa Olah, a 5-4 setter from Belleville, Ill.
.Sara Schmitt, a 5-11 middle blocker from Louisville.
Murray State hopes to improve on last year's 1318 finish, with a 9-9 fifth-place Ohio Valley Conference season. The Racers return all six starters from
last season, losing none of its players to graduation.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County junior Brooke Lencki, a three-sport standout, has
been named the region's female athlete of the year by Biokinetics in
Paducah.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Brooke Lencki was honored
just to be nominated for Biokinetics female athlete of the year.
She was shocked when she
actually won it.
The three-sport standout at
Calloway County received the
award at a banquet Sunday in
Paducah. She had been named
Biokinetics athlete of the week
twice during the school year,
once for soccer and once for
track.
Biokinetics is a therapy and,
training center based in Paducah.
"I had no idea I would even
be nominated for it," said Lencki, a junior. "They called up each
nominee and said a little bit
about each one, and then when
they called my name as the winner, I was really surprised. I didn't even think I was in the running for it.
"But it's good to be recog-

nized for what you work so hard
for," she added.
Lencki excelled in soccer, basketball and track for Calloway
this season. She scored 26 goals
in soccer and was named the
team's most valuable player. She
was the starting point guard for
the Lady Laker basketball team,
for which she was also named
MVP.
In track — which is still in
season — Lencki has thus far
racked up three first place finishes in both the 100-meter high
hurdles and the 300-meter intermediate hurdles. She has one first
place and one second place finish in the long jump and as part
of the 4x100-meter relay team,
she has one first place, one second place and one fourth place
finish.
According to statistics supplied by CCHS, Lencki'A time
in the 300-meter hurdles (48.1
IIII See Page 11

Mesa makes triumphant return to Cleveland
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
For once, Jose Mesa got booed for
closing out a game at Cleveland.
Mesa made a successful return to
Jacobs Field on Wednesday night, earning a save as the Seattle Mariners beat
the Indians 6-5.
Cleveland fans never forgave Mesa
for failing to finish off Florida in the
ninth inning of Game 7 in the 1997
World Series, creating a hostile environment that helped prompt his trade
to San Francisco last July.
Mesa was heckled when he came out
of the bullpen in the ninth inning to
protect a one-run lead. He struck out

Kenny Lotton. got Enrique \Nilson on
a grounder and, after walking Roberto
Alomar, retired Manny Ramirez on a liner.
Showing no emotion, Mesa merely
shook hands with his teammates and
walked into' the dugout. After the game,
he did not comment.
"I'm sure he was fired up." Mariners
catcher Dan Wilson said. "He came in
and people were booing and stuff. You
could tell he was fired up."
In other AL games, Baltimore heat
Chicago 8-0, Tampa Bay defeated Kansas
City 10-7, New York downed Minnesota 5-3, Oakland topped Toronto 8-2,
Texas beat Boston 8-3 and Anaheim
defeated Detroit 4-1.

Mesa signed with .the Manners as a
free agent last November. He has seven
saves despite an 11.68 ERA.
"I was hoping we'd beat him," Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said. "I
didn't necessarily have fond thoughts
when he came into the game. but I've
always liked and been a big booster of
Jose Mesa. I'm just not happy to see
him successful tonight. I didn't have
any warm and fuzzy thoughts."
Wilson, David Bell and John Mabry
hit two-run homers for the Mariners.
Travis Fryman hit two homers and tied
a career-high with five RBIs for Cleveland.
Devil Rays 10, Royals 7

hed McGill' hit two long home runs
and Tampa Bay won despite losing Wade
Boggs and Jose Canseco to injuries.
John Flaherty and Paul Sorrento also
connected as Tampa Bay hit a teamrecord four homers.
Mike Sweeney hit two home runs
for Kansas City. Johnny Damon and
Chad Kreuter also homered.
McGriff hit a 451-foot drive onto the
roof of a center-field restaurant in the
third inning. He later hit a 468-foot
shot that was only the 10th fair ball
to hit a catwalk suspended from the
roof at Tropicana Field.
Boggs left after two innings because
of a strained left hamstring, and was
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placed on the 15-day disabled list for
only the second time in his I8-year career.
Canseco jammed his right knee in
the third after hitting an opposite-field
single and was listed as day-to-day.
Orioles 8, White Sox 0
Brady Anderson hit a bases-loaded
triple and a solo home run as Juan
Guzman pitched Baltimore to its season-high third straight win.
Albert Belle, who began the game
in an 8-for-52 slump, drove in two runs
against his former team.
Guzman (1-3) came into the game
with an 8.10 ERA, but limited Chicago to six hits in seven innings at Camden Yards.
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Slits Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
21-1 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

NBA STANDINGS
Final Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct
Miami
33
17 660
x-Orlando
33
17 660
x -Philadelphia
28
22 560
x-New York
27
23 540
Boston
19
31
380
Washington
18
32
360
New Jersey
16
34
320
Central Division
y-Indiana
33
17 660
x -Atlanta
31
19 620
x-Detroit
29
21
580
x-Milwaukee
28
22
560
Charlotte
26
24
520
Toronto
27 460
23
Cleveland
22
28 440
Chicago
13
37 260
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct
z-San Antonio
37
13 740
x-Utah
37
13 740
x-Houston
31
19 620
x-Minnesota
25
25 500
Dallas
19
31
380
Denver
14
36 .280
Vancouver
8
42
160

GB
—
5
6
14
15
17

2
4
5
7
10
11
20

GB
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Jackson saluted at United Center

SCOREB

Lindy Sutter

THURSDAY. MAY 6,

Pacific Division
y-Portland
35
15 .700
x-L A Lakers
31
19 .8219
x-Sacramento
27
23 .540
a-Phoenix
27
23 .540
Seattle
25
25 .500
Golden State
21
29 .420
L A Clippers
9
41 .180
x -clinched playoff berth
y-clinched division title
z-clinched conference title
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 96, Cleveland 87
Philadelphia 105, Detroit 100, OT
Charlotte 133, Boston 129, 20T
New Jersey 115, Milwaukee 107
Atlanta 100, Washington 92
New York 101, Miami 88
Orlando 103, Chicago 83
Houston 95, Denver 88
Phoenix 100, Minnesota 96
Seattle 107, L.A. Clippers 105
Sacramento 99, Vancouver 95
L A Lakers 119, Portland 91
San Antonio 88, Golden State 81
End Regular Season

4

a
10
14
26

6
12
18
23
29

SPORTS BRIEFS

By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Phil Jackson will be back at the United Center again, maybe even as early as
next season if he finds a team that
intrigues him and the offer is right.
But this was the last time Chicago Bulls' fans could claim Jackson as their own, and they savored
every minute of it.
"I want to thank you from my
heart. I think this has been a wonderful night," he said Wednesday

as he was honored during a
halftime ceremony. "We had a
wonderful nine years."
But it's truly over now. Almost
II months after Jackson roared off
on his Harley-Davidson with a
sixth NBA championship, the Bulls
hung a banner with his name right
next to Michael Jordan's in the rafters.
There were gifts, including a
$10.000 donation in his name by
the Bulls to the Oglala Sioux tribe,
and tributes from his former

coaches and assistants during the
20-minute ceremony. Even Michael
Jordan sent his regards.
"Even if you get another job
somewhere else, you'll always be
known as the Chicago Bulls' head
coach," Jordan said in a videotaped
greeting. "So I wish you the best. If
you need me, give me a yell. But
not for playing."
The fans were on their feet and
yelling as soon as Bulls broadcaster
Johnny "Red" Kerr introduced
Jackson. When the former coach
walked on the floor, the noise in the

United Center rose to a level not
heard since last season.
In nine seasons with the Bulls,
Jackson compiled a 545-193 record
and was coach of all six of their
championship teams. He has higher
winning percentages, .738 overall
and .733 in the playoffs, of any
coach in NBA history.
But the night wasn't a complete
lovefest. When Jackson thanked
chairman Jerry Reinsdorf, there
were loud boos

II1Spurs...
From Page 10
finr Duncan had 12 of his 28
points 1 II the fourth quarter and
David Robinson, who played his
best hall of the season down the
stretch. had 23 points and a season-high 20 rebounds.
The Spurs went 31-5 after starting the season 6-8 and finished
the season with five straight wins.
"This is step one in what we
want to accomplish. You build on
it. You feel good about your-

selves," Robinson said. "I still feel Jerry Stackhouse.
Utah is the team we have to get
"We got what we wanted," said
,over (in the playoffs), because Iverson, who grabbed a microthey're so experienced and so phone and thanked the fans as he
good."
walked off the court. "It was just
76ers 105, Pistons 100, OT
like a gift for those people. They
supported us all year long, and
At Philadelphia, Iverson won
now we're able to give them somethe scoring title over O'Neal with
thing back."
33 points.
Lakers 119, Trail Blazers 91
Iverson hit a clutch jumper with
8 seconds left in regulation, then
O'Neal went into the game
dribbled out the final seconds of knowing he needed 40 points to
overtime — laughing and high- surpass Iverson, but scored only
stepping around former teammate 18 and sat out the fourth quarter.

O'Neal scored six points jn the
first six minutes, but only seven
more in the rest of the first half.
He sat out the fourth period after
watching Glen Rice go 6-for-6 on
3-pointers in the third quarter. Rice
finished with 40, just what O'Neal
needed at the Forum.
"Winning this game was more
important to me than winning the
title," O'Neal said. "1 got the ball
to my teammates. It would have
been very selfish for me to try
and get 40 tonight."
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Sarah Futrell is presented the Calloway County Diamond
Club Laker giveaway by senior baseball player Warren
Thomas.
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II1Rockies...
From Page 10
and walked none, allowing an
RBI single to Pokey Reese in the
fifth following Brian Johnson's twoout double.
Jay Bell drove in three runs
with a solo homer and a basesloaded single as Arizona stopped
a three-game losing streak and finished the longest road trip in team
history at 6-7.
Steve Avery (1-3) allowed all
five runs and seven hits in five
innings.
Braves 12, Cardinals 3
John Smoltz (5-0) won his ninth
consecutive decision since Aug.
31, allowing three runs
two
earned — and five hits in seven
innings at Turner Field. Smoltz,
17-1 since last season's All-Star
break, also had two of Atlanta's
16 hits.
Brett Boone homered and hit a

'fl

broke a scoreless tie as visiting
Milwaukee beat Florida for the
12th consecutive time. Bob Wickman struck out the side in the
ninth for his fifth save.
The Marlins, who have baseball's
worst record, lost their eighth
straight. Brian Meadows (3-3) was
the loser.
Dodgers 8, Expos 2
Jamie Arnold (1-0), pitching in
place of injured Carlos Perez,
allowed only one hit in 6 2-3
scoreless innings.

1999 Buick laeSabre

1999 Cadillac SDN Deville
Up To $5000 Cash
Dealer Incentive

$2500 Rebate
Or 0.0% APR*
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1999 Olds Aurora
$4000 Rebate
Or 2.9% APR*
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seconds) is the fastest time in the
state so far this year. Her top 100meter hurdles time (16.4) is the
third fastest time in the state, and
her best long jump (16-8) is among
the top five in the state.
Calloway's 4x100-meter relay
squad broke a school record recent-

ly with a time of 53.45, one of
the five best times in the state
for the year.
"I hope I qualify for the state
meet in track; I figure the hurdles is my best shot, and I've
probably got a better chance in
the 300 than in the 100," she said.
"I hope a bunch of people from
our team go."
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1999 Pontiac Sunfire
$1500 Cash Back
Or 2.9% APR*

GREAT NEW CADILLAC SALES WE HAVE SEVERAL LOCAL

• 1 -OWNER TRADES - LOOK AT THESE

From Page 10

\

"/
two-run double, and Ryan Klesko
and Brian Jordan each hit tworun homers for the Braves, who
have won 10 of 12.
Kent Bottenfield (4-1) was
pounded for five runs and 10 hits
in 4 1-3 innings.
Brewers 2, Marlins 0
Scott Karl (3-1) allowed seven
hits in eight innings, and David
Nilsson's seventh-inning homer

PRE-OWNED

CADILLAC VALUES!

1999 Deville

1998 Calera

1997 Deville

1997 Seville SLS

1996 Deville

White Only 8 500 mi Ian
leather program tar

White 12 000 mi Chrome
Wheels

Platinum 29 000 mi
Super I-Owner Car

Green Extra Nice
All The Extras

Green 1-Owner
Only 17 000 mi

$32,900 $25,500 $24,500 $28,900 $22,900
•

1995 Seville SLS

1994 Deville

1994 Deville

1997 Seville STS

White Super Sharp.
Luxury Sedan 42 000 mi

.2!o choose from I White
Loaded Only 52 000 mi

Maroon Has It All
63 000 mi

Green North Slat Engine
Loaded 27 000 mi

$21,500 $14,900 $14,900 $29,987
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Duncan earns national Red Crossjob
A recent Murray State University graduate has taken "It is far
greater to give than to receive" a
step further by landing a job at
the national Red Cross headquarters.
The driving factor, though, for
Ash Duncan, 25, of Fulton, was
being involved in a serious car
accident.
"If I am ever on a scene like
that, I want to be able to help
others," Duncan said.
The national job was the only
one Duncan applied for in June
following his graduatitui with a
master's degree in recreation.
"I wanted that job so badly I
could taste it," said Duncan, who
was notified Nov. 30, 1998, that
he received it.
Duncan got his start with Red
Cross at the local office. His
announcement one day to then-

Duncan later taught health and
safety classes at the local office.
Teaching those kind of classes
now may give one of his students
the chance to save someone else's
life, he said,
Duncan was originally slated to
work for 1 1/2 months at the
national headquarters, but was
asked to stay for more than four
months.
That helped Duncan work in
his main area of interest - the Red
Cross's armed forces emergency
services branch, which helps military members and their families
here and overseas.
When he returned to Kentucky
in early April, Duncan was told
ASH DUNCAN
Red Cross director Peggy Billing- he would be to go to Yokota,
ton that he wanted to be a vol- Japan, where he has been since
unteer was met with her reply: April 24.
Duncan he returns to the Unit"Good. Go to my car and get the
ed States, his next destination may
boxes for me.be Germany.
Duncan said the self-satisfaction that comes from helping another human being is among the biggest
rewards from working for the Red
Cross, but "the rare 'thank you'
still gets me."

1 I

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP)— The
birth parents of a 2-year-old boy
at the center of a two-state custody battle arc suing the Ohio
couple who have had custody of
the red-haired toddler for nearly
15 months.
Regina Moore and Jerry Dorning filed suit Tuesday in Kenton
County Circuit Court accusing
Richard and Cheryl Asente of
breach of contract and custodial
interference. The lawsuit alleges
the Asentes broke the adoption
contract when they refused to return
the boy, identified, in court papers
as Justin, after Ms. Moore and
Doming changed their minds about
the adoption more than a year
agO.
, Defenders of the Asentes say
the Girard, Ohio, couple has given
Justin a stable, middle-class home.
The child lives there with his
brother, whom the Asentes previously adopted.

FS44R
'Lifetime' grro. n and dnyeshatt
warranty, fully 'red shaft. Two-hoe
TapAction`. Autocur head

PS36

cwt.
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k Two-line TapAction'. Autocuti,
head, balanced for comfort
tree protecilve alasses

BG 75'
Trigger-style throttle Easy Start"'
system with Elastostac't handle

— $1699
Then You're Ready To See Us!
MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571
Chestnut St • Murray
Hours Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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Katie Conrad and Fulton Hart, center, were crowned as Prom Queen and King, respectively,
at
the Murray High School Junior-Senior Prom at Murray State University's Curris Center on
May
1. Queen attendants were (from left) Lane Dennison, Kelly Miles, Emily Vance, Jessie Radke
and Meg Farrell. King attendants were (from right) Brentley Bennett, Ryari Seay, Adam Doss,
Ryan Vonnahme and John David Thicke.

Couple sues Kelly Miller Bros. Circus to visit Murray
Bros. Circus
for custody willThebringKellytheMiller
history and tradi-
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$6.25

PRIM ESTAR CUSTOMER,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A

tion of the old fashioned circus
to Murray May 11 with performances at 4:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.,
at Murray State University's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The, event is sponsored by the
Murray Rotary Club.
Performances of the Kelly Miller
Bros. Circus feature elephants, horses, clowns and a roster of international circus stars, but each morning the public gets an altogether
different kind of show as the circus lot comes to life.
As trucks pull onto the lot from
the town the circus performed in
the night before, animals are
unloaded, stakes are driven and
elephants lift the giant Big Top
into the air.
The public is welcome to watch
the circus being set up free of
charge. In fact, after the first of
the four massive main poles that
support the Big Top are set in
place, the public is invited to step
into the tent and see men and
beasts complete their work. A
knowledgeable circus veteran will
be on hand to explain the action
and answer questions about circus
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Kelly Miller Bros. Circus
life.
The manner in which the Kelly
Miller Bros. Circus operates has
changed little since Obert Miller
and his two sons left their home
in Kansas to start a circus in 1938.
While the show back then was
little more than the Miller family, some ponies, and a couple of
monkeys, they still moved about
the country on trucks and went
through the same routine each day
of setting up and giving perform-

ances in a new town.
This season the Kelly Miller
Bros. Circus will travel nearly
10,000 miles and give performances over 200 cities and towns
as it winds across North America
from March to October.
Tickets will be available at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Pagliai's, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, YMCA, Mercantile Bank and
Union Planters Bank.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.

PRIME UPGRADE SPECIAL
NOW!
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Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM

3 months
6 months
1 year

$18.00
$33.00
$66.00
, have enclosed my payment of

FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

. Please send a gift subscription to:

Requires a 1-year programming commrtment

Name

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

YOU'LL ENJOY:

Address

EVERY YEAR WITH AMERICA'S BEST
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE!
1 4
tramrt

more lease payments — YOU OWN IT!
t Improved Programming Values
Over 300 crystal-clear, digital channels available
e Smaller, 18" dish antenna
gui
e On-screen interactive Program Guide
Pw74121
C-SPAN C-SPAN2 Arnii num
e Pay-Per-View movies starting at only
g 4 ;) Angd sofa QVC
O No
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State

Phone

— No Rate Increase Guaranteed —
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Hundreds of programming options. including
Sports, Movies, Music and International programming.

3 months
6 months
I year
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533(x,
s66'

Gift card yes
no
Out of Area
3 months
5495"
6 months
'56'
1 year
79

Make pavment to Murray Ledger & Times

iij

Offer expires 5/7/990 Good for 1 year only

Now Available - ABC, NBC, CBS, PBS & Fox

BEASLEY'S ANTENNA &

SATELLITE
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NETWORK

1801

Bell Ave.• Paris • 642-4077
500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • 502-759-0901
44.4,

5~003$ 0410prq 5

More Channels...More Choices:-

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.• 753-1916
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CLASSIFIED
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

vrFs

Ad Deadlines

7534916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

All .1 Ad, Mill( RIo, Wahin 6 Du, Period

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $600 minimum 1st day be per word per day for each additional consecuttse da)
$200 VMS for Shopper TUC% , Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$200 extra for blind box ads

Just Say "Charge It"
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010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

060

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

Randal

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

WHEN THE BANK SAYS
"NO"- Call us, Consolidate
debt 100% & 125% loans,
purchase and refinance,
turned down elsewhere?
Little or no equity, loans
for all credit. Midwest National Mortgage Banc, Inc.
Call toll free, 888-5488308.
License
HUD
#72840-00005, HUD License #11501-00003.

DRIVERS AND TEAMS
Starting pay up to 37c a
mile. Assigned Freightliner
conventionals, Improved
speed stance, excellent
miles, time home every 710 days in most areas and
more! Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express tollfree 877-763-7483. Owner
Operators starting base
rate of up to 81c a mile.
Call toll-free 877-6348776. EOE.

DRIVERSTransport
Service Co. needs OTR
drivers in this area. Top
pay and benefits, excellent
home-time, newer, assigned equipment. Call
888-288-DRIVE between
8-5 CST, M-F.
DRIVERS- Want to learn
to drive a truck? Transport
America along with a successful driving school can
provide you with the professional training
you
need. Earn $32,000 1st
year! Classes are starting
soon! Call Bill Bray today!
Experienced:
800-4430708, Inexperienced: 800206-7364.

Help Wanted

DRIVERS

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

GOLDFISH
For your fountains
& water gardens.

Murray Bait Co.
Hwy. 94 E
•

AVON beauty products
and
merchandise. Call
Ann at 436-2421 or 7534668.
BIBLE message 759-5177

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse. 753-0700.
Jerry McConnell
DIABETIC Syringes FreelMedicare receive 100 syInsurance
ringes free! Diabetic test753-4199
ing supplies delivered at
iree local claim service*
no cost to you including
free synnges with each orALTERATIONS And Cus- der. MediCenter 800-583tom sewing. Pirouette 4747.
Fashions. 767-0579.
PSYCHIC READINGS
Tells past, present, fuALTERATIONS
ture. Advice on all matRuth's See & Sew
ters of life. 502-767-0508.
753-6981

For free
information call:

ORTHODONTIC OFFICE
Expanded Duty Chairside Assistant
•Do you enjoy working with and helping
people?
•Do you have good hand/eye coordination?
•Are you willing to learn new skills?

If so, please send your resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-E, Murray, KY 42071

MI

HAMILTON-RYKER
)
co...•.,
tow.L.T.
nuram

ALIOvilCit

Immediate Openings
Hamilton-Ryker is accepting
applications for Mattel.
Weekend Shift
Other shifts also available

Apply at
Hamilton-Ryker Office
908 C. S. 12th St.

HOW DO YOU DEFINE
SUCCESS
Sales Couraselcors
Help others while helping yourself. When you
help families with their advance planning cemetery decisions, you'll be making a difference in
their lives and yours, too. High commissions, full
benefits, 401(k) and flexibility of working for
yourself.
Call Johnny Stroup at: 753-0580
10 to 11:30 a.m. to schedule an interview.
MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Hwy.641 N. Murray

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

'Churches
'Residential
Conunercial
*Bonded &
Insured

'Stripping
& Waxing
Floors

Owner - Beverly DeVries

.•-••••

Lost and Found

DRIVERS, HOME EVERY
THIS space is reserved
WEEKENDCompany
the day might come,
drivers, start .32c a mile
Your pet has strayed
(lncludes .03 bonus). Free
can't find its way home.
insurance. Excellent benefits. Owner operators .82c
Just give us a call, we'll a
mile ( Includes .02c bobe glad to help,
nus). Paid fuel taxes and
Your loved one we'll
tolls. Insurances available.
try to find,
EPES Transport 800-948Cause we all have Furry 6766.
or Feathered Friends,
DRIVERS, 0/0's 91C
Here at the
average miles to truck
Ledger & Times.
guaranteed min. Company
drivers start up to 37c per
Call 753 1916
mile. Home weekly 800322-9567 ext 210/214.
060
DRIVERS, OVER THE
Help Wanted
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conven"STARSEARCH" tionals. 3 years
experiSingers, Bands, Groups all ence. Start 30C- 33c a
styles/ ages. Major record miles + benefits. Call 800label executives seeking 444-6648. $1250 Sign-on
new artists. Coming to Pa- Bonus.
ducah, KY. 901-427-2639/ DRIVERS- Attn: Professio427-9514.
nal Owner Operators! No
Canada, No NewYork City
ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE- The & No North East, min. 23
Sentinel-News is seeking year with 1 year OTR,
a salesperson to call on CDL with Hazmat. Paschall Truck Lines. 800established accounts. College degree preferred or 848-0405.
newspaper sales experi- DRIVERS- Entry level drivence a plus. Outgoing per- ers, experienced drivers.
sonality & good sales skills Enjoy great pay, super
needed. Resume by 3-26- benefits, get respect. Earn
$600+ per week after train99 to: Advertising Managing. TINT 800-999-4317.
er, P.O. Box 309, Shelby
DRIVERS- Hiring flatbed
ville, KY 40066. EOE.
dnvers! Drive for a known
AIR FORCE- Great career leader. CDL training availopportunities available for able! Excellent pay and
high school grads, ages benefits, top of the line
17-27. Plus up to $9,000 equipment. Swift Transenlistment bonus if you portation. 800-366-0250.
qualify! For an information (eoe-m/f)
packet call 800-423-USAF
or visit www.airforce.com
DRIVERS- Inexperienced
AVON PRODUCTS- Start training available! North
your own business. Work American Van Lines has
flexible hours. Enjoy unlim- tractor trailer 48-state
ited earnings. Call toll free hauling opportunities for
888-942-4053.
owner operators/ temporary company drivers. Call
CHURCH Janitor. 40hrs a
800-348-2147, Dept. KYS.
week. $7.21/ hr. Some
heavy lifting required. In- DRIVERS- National Disquire at P.O. Box 1040-M. tributors new plan! Singles
=.30 cpm. Teams =.35
Murray.
COOK'S & Dishwasher cpm. Trainers =.25 cpm
needed. Anna's Farm- (all miles) South & West
house Restaurant. Aurora, Lanes, conventional tractors. Great benefits 800354-9875.
DRIVER, 0/0- Super re- 334-9677 ext. 596 or 522.
gional! Better miles! Better
home time! Better call today! Call for info. Class A
required. Arnold
CDL
Transportation
800-846-4321
DRIVERConvenant
Transport- $1,000 sign on
bonus for exp company
Name
800-441-4394,
drivers,
Owner Operators, Call
888-667-3729 Bud Meyer
Mailing Address
Truck Lines Refrigerated
Hauling. Call toll free 877283-6393 solo drivers and
contractors.
DRIVERS AND OWNER/
OPERATORSNeeded
with flatbed experience to
$35.00
Year
run the Southeast. Home
Each
weekends. Terminal pay.
Year
Great benefit package.
Call Welborn Transport,
800-828-6452 ext. SCO2.
Make check payable

EDITOR/ GENERAL Man
ager- Needed for the
Spencer Magnet in Taylorsville, Kentucky. Prefer
college degree in journalism or minimum two years
of newspaper experience.
Responsibilities include
covering meetings, writing
news and feature stories,
photography, page design,
preparing editorials and
columns and setting editorial policy. Supervise correspondent writing sports
and general news. Responsible for financial
management. Send resume to LCNI/jb, P.O. Box
549,
Shelbyville,
KY
EXPERIENCE
Sewing 40066. Equal Opportunity
Machine mechanic need- Employer.
ed. Will train right person EXPERIENCED Drivers!
with mechanical aptitude. Start at 36.5c mile. Home
No phone calls please. Ap- every week, toll free
ply in person: All In One 888-WORK-4-US. Averitt
Express, EOE.
Sewing, 95 Chestnut St.
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
EXPERIENCED
Dental
GIFTS- Has openings for
Assistant. 30-35 hours per
party demonstrators &
week. Excellent salary with
managers! Home decor,
good benefits. Send regifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
sume to: Dr. Ridley, 300
cash, trips, recognition.
South 8th, Suite 109E,
Free catalog information
Murray.
800-488-4876.

Howard D. Happy Company
Office Technology Specialist
Immediate opening for a competitive, customer oriented sales representative in the
West Kentucky area. Products include
award winning Toshiba Copiers and Fax,
computer systems, H-P Printers, furniture
and supplies. Factory sales training available. Benefits available: salary, bonus,
health/life insurance, 401K, paid vacation,
and auto. Send resume to P.O. Box 487,
Mayfield, KY 42066.
POSITION AVAILABLE
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Calloway County Board of Education has
an opening in the Central Office for a fulltime Secretary/Receptionist beginning July
1, 1999.
Position requires above-average computer
skills in word processing, spreadsheet and
data base applications. Individual is responsible for coordinating flow of telephone calls
and visitors to the Board of Education office,
data entry, and general office duties.
Applicant must enjoy working with a variety
of individuals and have the ability to process
multiple work assignments. Position offers
excellent fringe benefits. Salary commensurate with education and experience.
Send resume and cover letter by May 19,
1999, to Calloway County Board of
Education, Attention: Cindy Jones, P.O.Box
800, Murray, KY 42071. The Calloway
County Board of Education is an Equal
Education and Employer Institution.

ORDER FORM

City of Murray 1999-2000 City Auto Stickers

DRIVERS needed! If yoL
are willing to relocate
$40,000 to $60,000 annually. Car hauling experience preferred Please call
800-556-5528

EXPERIENCED DriversEarn $978.00/wk. C.D.L.
training provided for trainees. No carrier contracts.
800-675-6995.
FULL-TIME ADVERTISING SALES POSITIONFor Indiana area. Will work
out of Frankfort, KY office.
Salary plus commission
and benefits. Newspaper
experience preferred, but
not required If you are
looking for a long term career opportunity, mail or
fax resume to Ad Dept.,
101
Consumer
Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601. Fax
502-875-0405.
HELP Wanted- Laborers,
drivers, and construction
equipment operators. EEO
employer. Apply at 1272
Old Fern Valley Road.
JANITORIAL
Position.
Part time, approx. 15hrs a
week, after 5p.m. Send information to: P.O. Box
1040-B,
Murray,
KY.
42071.
JOB Opening for detail oriented person with a strong
Accounting/ Bookkeeping
background. Ability to handle deadlines well. Computer skills a plus. Good
communication skills a
must. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 309, Murray, KY.
NEED Housekeeper once
a week for family home
Salary $50 a day.
759-4649.
ONSLOW County Schools
Teachers Job Fair- Monday, May 17, 1999, 9a.m.1p.m. Jacksonville Commons Recreation Center,
1000 Recreation Drive,
Jacksonville, NC, 910-4552211, ext. 296. Email.
mcole ocs.onslow.k12.nc
.us
PART- TIME
Position
available for RN or LPN at
The Allergy & Asthma
Clinic. Send resume to:
2957 US HWY 641N. Murray, KY. 42071.
PART- TIME position for
nurse practitioner or physician assistant. Available at
the Allergy Asthma Clinic
Send resume to: 2957 US
HWY 641N. Murray, KY.
42071
POSITION For Full Time
RN Clinical Manager for
busy physicians practice.
3-5 years experience preferred Must have clinical
expenence & to be a team
player. Excellent benefits
EOE. P.O. Box 1040-R,
Murray, KY. 42071.
SEEKING Part time optometric assistant. Computer & insurance skills
preferred. Please send resume to P.O. Box 1040 C.
Murray, KY. 42071.
UNITED Transportation,
Jackson, TN. seeking drivers. New equipment, benefit package, home most
weekends. Truck stays
with driver. Local recruiter;
901-247-5888
WANTED
Receptionist
with pleasing personality
with computer experience
Please submit resume at
Century 21
070

Auto Information

Diaiessie

Make

Plate No

Make

Plate No.

to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty
June I.

CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
THE
Little
School
DayCare 309 Chestnut
Provide quality care Now
has opening for children 6
months to 7 years Open
6am- 6pm 759-0010
WILL do babysitting in my
home Days & nights
0-5yrs 759-0131

OTR DRIVERS

ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced
OTR Drivers for our MURRAY, KY operation
WE OFFER:•$38,000 per year aver. "Excellent
Benefits "Paid Holidays •1 Week Paid Vacation in 6
mo. •2 Weeks in a Year "Company Paid Pension
Plan •401K, Safety Bonus 'Late Model Equipment
"Home Weekends and During Week
WE REQUIRE: *2 years experience in last 5 years
•Minimum 23 years of age •Good Driving Record
•Pass DOT .Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Homer Wright

CONTROLLER
PineLake Regional Hospital in Mayfield, Kentucky
has a job opening for a Controller in its accounting
department. Requirements are: Bachelor's Degree
in Accounting or Finance, CPA Certificate preferred. Minimum of 2 years experience in health
care financial management. Knowledge and experience in reimbursement internal audit, budgeting and
financial analysis. Excellent interpersonal skills
plus strong analytical capabilities. Interested applicants submit resume to:

PineLake Regional Hospital
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
EEO/M/F

THERAPIST
With Masters Degree in
.Social Work,Psychology
or related field.
Salary negotiable.
MedicaUDentaUVision/Life Insurance.
401(k) Savings Plan.
Send resume to:
Human Resources Manager
FHC Cumberland Hall
210 West 17th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
DESIGN ENGINEER ASSISTANT
Qualified candidate must have 2-4 years
Engineering College, knowledge of
AutoCAD R13, and strong computer background. Must have ability to conceptualize
design of custom casework.
Moho International, Inc. offers an excellent
benefit package. Pre-employment substance screen is required. Send resume
and salary history to:
Mohon International
PO Box 550
Paris, TN 38242
Attn: Personnel Director

DAWAHARES
A family owned chain of specialty stores featuring mens and womens fashions are coming
to Murray.
ARE YOU
Aggressive and Sales Oriented?
CAN YOU
Recruit and develop a well-trained staff? If
you have this experience and 3 years of retail
management experience we want to talk to
you about the position of:
STORE MANAGEMENT
We will pay you based on experience. We
have a good benefits package. Only qualified
applicants need apply:
Please send resume to:
Dawahares
1845 Alexandria Drive
Lexington, KY 40504
Attn: Dee Shinnick
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150

BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST Opportunity to work at
home or in office typing for
doctors Home study Free
literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept, YYC742.
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts. Upgrades, Installs
of Hardware And Software
New Phone * 759-3556
Pager 742-1552
140
Want to Buy
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
WANT To Buy Used Cars
and Trucks, any condition.
Nights 436-6032
WANTED: A copy in good
condition of "Photographic
Pot Pourn of Calloway
County" published in 1987Turner Publishing Will pay
up to $50 for copy Respond to 1040G, Murray,
KY 42071
WANTED; Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work. 436-2867.

150
Articles
For Sale
$444 POOLS, FOOLS
$444 COMPLETE- New
20'x32' pool with deck,
fence, filter, liner, and
more! 100°, financing.
Free heating device 800436-5467. R&S Special &
Appt 0 A C
1972 CHEVY short wheel
Base truck bed for sale.
$300. Call 753-9892.
30 GALLON long
aquarium tank and stand
with large fish. $75.
3 piece antique bedroom
suite $200. 492-8537
TOBACCO Plants for sale
Some ready now. Different
varieties 435-4178

Articles
For SW

AAA VALUE- New leftover
98 pools at great savings'
19'x31' O.D. Family sized
pool only $929 complete
with sun deck, fence and
filter. $0 down financing!
Installation arranged. Call
now 800-759-6058 Limited area

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
AND SUPPLIES- Residential or commercial at
wholesale prices. Call toll
free 877-882-6233
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog. Call today 800-842-1310

DRYER, Refrigerator &
Range. 753-4684.
FOR Sale: Almost New
upright Electrolux Vacuum
cleaner with attachments
$200 Call 435-4372
HONDA Powered Pressure Cleaners. Parts and
accessories, factory direct!
Save up to 60%1 Call toll
free for comprehensive
catalog! 800-786-9274.
We won't be undersold'
KING Size box springs &
mattress. Like new. Call
437-4890.
"KISS
YOUR
CABLE
GOODBYE!"- Only $69.
Includes 18" Little Dish
System. 40 channels for
$19.99 a month. Toll free
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or
credit card. FED EX Delivery!
LADIES RH "Patty Berg"
Golf Clubs. 6- Irons, 2woods with like new vinyl
bag plus extras. $50. firm.
759-9992
MATTRESS Smith Matress Factory, Symsonia
Ky 502-851-3160.
SATELLITE SYSTEM 18"Direct dishes. Basic $59.
Dual box systems $174.
Ask about free programming. 800-325-7836. Open
daily.
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
SPECIAL Slabs for sale.
Oak & mix hard wood
$6.00 a bundle until June
1st. Picked up at Mill 11
miles East of Paris.
901-644-0077.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,094;
50x 75x 14,
$12,275;
50x100x16,
$16,879;
60x100x16,
$18,261.
Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160, 32
units, $16,914. Free brochures. www.sentinelbuild
ings.com Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790, extension 79.

NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS
Shoe Store

'.••••17
..z„12,.•E

400

Miens
For Salo

iwcwstsr coy,
]u_,
New Location of S00 S. 4th St.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 10-6
Corner of121 S. & Glendale Rd. • Murray

Childrens • Ladies • Mens
Cole-Hann • Farragamo • Eceo • EZ
Spirit • Doc Martens • Nine Iti,st •
Amalfi • Nike • Various Name Brands

Appliances
WASHER, Dryer & Electric
Range Call for more details 436-5274
Washer, excellent condition $95 Dryer, excellent
condition $95. Dishwasher
excellent condition- electronic around $600. new$150 All obo Kenny
759-3180.
160

Homo Fumishhige
2PC living room group
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
NEW Shipment of sofas,
love seats, sectionals.
Wingback chairs, bedding.
roll-aways & much more.
Savings throughout the
store! Carraway Furniture
105 North 3rd, Murray.
753-1502.
180
Lawn & Garden
1998 SNAPPER Zero
Turning Radius Mower.
15hp, 42" cut. Bought new
last summer, used only 6
times! List $3895. Will
Take $2750. or trade for 4wheeler. 502-354-8255.
ALMO Country Store and
Crawford's Garden Center.
Intersection 1824 & 464,
Almo,
KY. 753-1934.
Mother's Day gifts. Ceramic angels, silk arrangements & painted concrete
items. Rose bushes, hanging baskets, concrete bird
baths, fountains, benches
& tables. Wooden bird
houses, benches & wheel
barrows. Arriving daily, annuals, perennials, herbs
and vegetable plants.

tt

Crass)

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
F. n' FurnIshings at "Everyday" Discount Prici,
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler

$500 Down, assume payments of $649 00 each
month On a 1991 Patriot
28x76 with 4 bedrooms, 3
baths including 1.3 acres
Located at 155 Seth Lane,
just outside of Murray For
more info call toll free 1877-817-6100. ask for Lana or Jenny (id#1361)
14'X70' Mobile Home 3br,
2 baths Dishwasher, all
new plumbing Many improvements. Large fenced
backyard All landscaped.
It must be seen at C-5 100
Fox Meadows. Call
759-9723
1979 LIBERTY 14x70,
11/2 bath, 3br. $6500.
502-382-2552
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Excellent condition
3Br, 2 bath. Vinyl, shingle.
Must see in Fox
Meadows
$135 to move in
753-8010 or 841-1985
LARGE selection of quality
built, energy
efficient
homes, at affordable prices See The Housing
Leader, Dinkins Mobile
Homes, 2427 E. St., Pans,
TN 1-800-642-4891
PRICE Reduced! Very
nice 16x80, 3br, 2 bath. vinyl/ shingle,' CHA, with
stone look underpinning.
Set up in Mobile Home
Park Hazel, KY. Call 1800-642-4891.

Free
Financing

GREENSCAPE
NURSERY
Bedding Plants, Hanging Baskets plus
WAVE Petunias & over 20 colors
of Geraniums
Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
1107 Potts Road
(1
off Hwy. 121 between Stella and Coldwater;

488-2756

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age 50
age 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$1224
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-8004554199

•

Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-4509
OFFICE space on Court
Square 759-4218 or 4892266.

FOR LEASE
Prime Retail Space
2.000 sq. ft. &
7.800 sq. ft
located in
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY

Call 753-4751
pertrnents For Rent

1 & 3BR Apts. Stove, & re
ngerator furnished. Ren
$250 for 1br, $400 for 3br.
Both deposit & 1yr lease
required. 759-4696.
1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $200/mo.
759-4138_
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1403B
VALLEYWOOD,
2br, 1 bath, gas heat, large
closet, garage size Car
port, garage size storage.
All appliances No pets!
14X80, 3BR. 5 mi. south. $450/mo $450 deposit.
492-8488.
753-3018 or 753-6147.
1BR Apartment by Campus. $215 month Call
WM,Homes For Rent
753-0503.
1BR apartment, $200/mo
2BR, 12x60 Refrigerator
plus deposit. No pets. Call
stove & air conditioner
after 3p.m. 753-3139.
8x12 storage building on
1BR apartment, near cam1/2 acre $225 a month
pus, no pets 753-5980
plus deposit & references
437-4386
1BR apt available, all ap4BR, 21/2 bath, MH w/addamn in Almo. $375/mo,
no pets, deposit. 753-4937
M-F, 8-5.
ATTRACTIVE 2br,F.4 14x60,
2.8 mi E. of Murray. Central gas h/ac, large carport,
deck, $300 rent/ deposit.
75377953.
MOBILE Home, Call
759-9730.
SUITABLE for 2 people. 5
miles NE of Wal-Mart.
$200. mr.'nth. 753-6012.

pliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444

tesiontilote
Justin Crosser

1972 INTERNATIONAL. 2
on. Grain bed & hoist.
753-8943.

Computer Repair, 1.11):raile,
Trainins & Installation

JOHN Deere 146 loader.
60 John Deere Tractor.
492-8411

'
Downtown
Murray

Office Space

1BR like new, dishwasher,
wid, available now. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, Close to MSU
Stove, refrigerator, low income, must qualify. Call
436-5685.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
BETHEL Gardens offers
Coleman RE 759-4118.
MULCH, SPRAY & TRIM
1BR, partially furnished.
services. Prompt & profesWater & sewage paid. No
sional. Unique cut flower
pets' 767-9037.
bouquets, $4+. Hosta &
2BR Apt, 908 Hillwood Dr.
Daylillies. Hwy 94E follow
$325/mo. 2Br duplex,
signs. Tues- Sat 9-5.
1300
Valleywood
DYNAMARK
mower, 1/2
ACRE lot, $100 month $375/mo. 759-4406.
12hp, 39in cut, with grass
753-6012
2BR apt, central h/a, carcatcher, $650. Call 7532
SPACES
available now port. Wiswell Rd, $350
9610 after 5pm.
rent & deposit. Also 3br
MTD Riding Mower. 18hp, North of Murray. 767house, central h/a, 206 S.
9435.
44" cut. Call 753-8824.
12th St. 753-3415 or 753LOT for rent. 492-8488
PEONIES ARE BLOOMING!
7123.
50 Varieties of healthy
field grown plants. Mature
divisions $16- $25. Bethel
Gardens, Hwy 94 E follow
signs. Tues- Sat 9-5.
Farm Equipment

-

Houses For Rent

BEAUTIFUL Antique
Piano. Good tone. $850.
435-4190.
PIANO/ Organ lessons
753-1810
SPINET- Console Piano
for sale Take on small
payments See locally
1-800-343-6494
240
eilaneous
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIT- Old Fashioned Wed
ding Chapel overlooking
river. Smoky Mountains,
TN. Horse-drawn carriage.
cabins, Jacuzzi, ordained
ministers, no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.hea rt la ndwed ding.com.
A GATLINBURG Wedding- Beautiful candle lit
ceremonies, from simple
to elegant Video's, photographs, receptions, honeymoon cabins & suites
800-242-7115 Bands of
Gold Wedding Chapel
www bandsofgold corn
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels. ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views Wedding arrangements 800-893-7274 Vacation lodging,
800-634-5814
PANAMA CITY BEACHSandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $39 (1-2p arrive Sun/ Mon- Free night
4/11/5/19/99) Pools, river
ride, hot tub, suites tiki bar
800-488-8828 www sandoiperbeacon corn

==

\

502-759-8662 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.
:ET]

Lts

5 Are You Looking For Security?
Are in you in need of a place to store
your valuables? There's no need to
look any further- we have what you
need!
Security Gate • Low Rates

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071

753-5562
Livionc_r]

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

2BR duplex. central h/a,
appliances
furnished
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex. C/H/A, gas
Appliances furnished. In
Cambridge Subdivision
Available now Call 7679038.
2BR Duplex Economic
heat pump All appliances
furnished. Carport, outside
storage. No pets. Deposit
required. Call 759-9302.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898_
2BR, Partially furnished.
Water & sewage paid 11/2
miles from MSU. No pets!
767-9037.
2BR, upstairs. No pets.
$285, month & deposit.
489-2296.
3BR, 2 bath, all appliances
furnished. 710 Bagwell.
753-7903 or 753-7813.
3BR, 2 full bath Duplex
C/H/A, w/d hookup. Appliances furnished, fenced in
backyard. No pets! $500 a
month. Call 753-4342 or
759-8574.
AVAILABLE May 1st. 1br2br Apts- Duplex- Houses.
Call Mur-Cal Realty_
753-4444.
DUPLEX Apt in South
West Murray. Spacious
with C/H/A. 2br, yard
maintained
by owner
$400 month. 753-8096
FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath
Central gas H/A, Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
LARGE 1br, furnished, gas
heat, in Murray, $250 rent/
deposit. 753-7953.
LARGE 2br. 2 bath apartment. Located on HWY 68
between Jonathan Creek
and Aurora, near Kentucky
Lake. Appliances furnished. $450. a month. Call
474-2774 or 354-8824.
LARGE 2br, central h/a,
low utilities, appliances.
No pets, quiet, family oriented. $395/mo. 753-8828
LARGE, Luxury duplex
with 1 car garage, 2br & 2
full baths. Large walk in
closet, range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, microwave,
C/H/A, washer, & dryer.
Lease & deposit required.
Near MSU, available June
1st. Call Charles at
502-759-8335 or
502-767-9800.
NEAR University: Extra
large 2br apt. $350
month. $200 Deposit,
753-4560- M-F, 9am-5pm.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800247-2510.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SECOND Floor Apartment. Very large bedroom
& living room. Kitchen &
bath. Heat & water furnished. Alot of closet space.
Cable T.V. $325 a month_
First, last & deposit.
753-9211 or 759-6000.
TOWNHOUSE apartment
in Cambridge Subdivision
2br, 1 1/2 bath, C/H/A,
range, refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher, washer, dryer. Lease & deposit
required Available May
16. Call Charles at 502759-9335 or 502-767-9800
TWO, 2BR Apts. Close to
University.
Dishwashitr,
C/H/A. One is available
May 1st. Other available
June 1st. $400 a month.
436-2165.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. deposit. No pets. 753-2905.

Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

(502)
759-1591

s For Rent
BEDROOM in pleasan
home. Share large living
room, kitchen, & bath, wid,
cable tv., $170 utilities included. 753-9211
NEAR University 2 room
efficiency $210 Month.
$100 deposit 753-4560
9am-5pm
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898

28R in country Coleman
RE 759-4118

2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required
753-4109
2BR, 1 bath, $325. plus
deposit 753-8582.
3BR, 2 bath home, 1709
Plainview, Murray.
$650/mo. Lease & deposit
required. 753-9621
3BR, newly painted, close
to MSU. Stove, refrigerator, low income, vacant.
must qualify. 436-5685.
4BR, 21/2 bath. 2 large
utility rooms. Call local
210-7847.
EXTRA Nice 2br, 2 bath
tryplex with garage. C/H/A,
appliances furnished, 1Yr
lease, Imo. deposit. No
pets 759-5238
NICE 2 br house avaliable
5-1-99. No pets! Rent
$375, deposit required
753-7920.

Yard Sale

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
1/4 mile south of
Dexter
Community Ctr.
on Radio Road
May 7, 1999
8 a.m. thru ?
Clothes & more.
Most items under a
dollar.

YARD SALE
Sat., May 8
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Haskins Lane
1-1/2 miles past
Coldwater on the

Storage Rentals

right.

EASTSIDE

Tools,
household
items, odds & ends,
Beanie Babies.

E
a
r
STORAGE

YARD
SALE

119 Main • 753-6266
13'X27' STORAGE building with 10'x10' overhead
door. More info, Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

Fri. & Sat.
1394 Radio Road
Almo Heights
Mirror doors, wrought
iron, air conditioners,
furniture, file cabinets,
heaters,
clothes,
swings, cookie jar, lots
more

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40imo
759-4081.

201 South 13th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Beanies, nursing uniforms, baby swing,
walker, boat seats,
gas tank, trolling
motor, two kitchen
tables, deer stands,
boy's bike, other
things.

121 S. to 1235
Neale Trail
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Furniture, jeans clothes, dishes, Jewelry, child's playground toys, household items, books &
lamps, baby clothes

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

North of Murray on 4 Lane
(Hwy. 641)
Begins Friday 8 a.m. til ?
Sat. 8 a.m. til ?
In case of rain will postpone and
reschedule.

ADJOINS 48,000 ACRE
1 YEAR OLD, Doberman
TN
WILDLIFE MGMT
Pinscher, black- rust,
AREA 20AC. $24,900. Ex759-9708
tremely rare! Very private
DOG obedience classes or wooded acreage with treprivate. Serving Murray 17 mendous views. Abuts
years. 436-2858
Wildlife Mgmt. area! East
access, utils, perk ok. Excellent financing. Call Timberline of TN now
1996 12FT Horse or Stock 800-814-9965, ext. 3526.
railer. Gently used $1850
435-4305

OWN Your Own Mountain
Top- 36 AC- $39,900. Enjoy spectacular TN mtn.
views all around you! Gorgeous mtn. acreage with
pond site. Very accessible
& usable. Excellent financing. A rare find! Call Timberline of TN now
800-814-9965, ext. 3524.

GARAGE
SALE

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
TUESDAY, MAY 11Th AT 6:00 P. M.
Farmers Brown's Ham Property
HARDIN, KENTUCKY

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
617 Broad St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Decorating items, toddler,
adult, children clothing,
shoes. F P. toys, kitchen
items. Dooney purse,
Christmas decorations &
more

YARD SALE
Murray Christian
Academy
at St. Leo's
Church
401 No. 12th St
Fri., May 7
9:30 - 2:00
Lots of everything.
Donations accepted.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION

3 Party Garage Sale.
Rain or Shine.
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Reel Estate

Yard Sale

Riding lawn mowers,
household furniture,
lots of other things.
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1471 Clayton
Dr. Out 94 E.
Thurs. 5/6, Fri.
5/7 & Sat. 5/8
8:30 a.m-4 p.m.

6 acre
appra

Nice clea
14) old en
setting of

7 Party On Wiggins Furniture Lot

RealEnose

bed

under
unfini

GARAGE
SALE

BIG GREAT BIG
YARD SALE

Pete &Supplies

SMALL Black/ White paint
Saddle Horse. 5yrs old.
Works or rides. $750. Call
753-8667

Carport Sale

SOUTH OF BENTON, KY - • NORTH OF MURRAY, KY
1 MILE WEST OF HWY 641- 80 INTERSECTION

134,43 ACRES
In 6 Tracts & Combinations
Marshall County Mini Tracts
Great For Recreational & Get Away
Secluded Homesites ...And Much More!
"1"Fe4:11C-1" ACEGE CIII F
3.5 ACRES • 4.5 ACRES • 4.5 ACRES
17.9 ACRES • 16.1 ACRES • 27.3 ACRES
20.5 Acres Of This Property Is
In The CRP Program With An Annual Income Of
$55.97 Per Acre With 9 Years Remaining
Real Estate Sells At 6:00 P.M.
Farmer Brown's Country Ham • • .
1
..-

Wond

.

---•
SUITABLE FOR MANY DIFFERENT USES!!

Tract 1 - 3-58 Acres
48x98 Masonry Constructed Building
With An Additional 20x48 Building
New Roof • Maintenance Free Trim
Front Sales Room • Executive Offices
Break Room • Dual Restrooms & More!
For information Contact
Mr. Edmond Pritchard, Owner
Evenings 502-437-4541
15%0OWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
Equipment To Be Sold After Real Estate
CrtOnv Vac Pack Machineiko Model N Meat Saw . Hobart Model 5114
Moat Saw .SS Doikie Croartment SA wide Dniris . SS 34'18' Work
Tile On Casters .2.552'12' Vats On Casters .3. SS 30'145' Vats On Castors
.4. SS30"xt Table Tms.SS Ti6. Work Tabie .2. SS Rack Tabin .2. SS
Nard Wash Silks .28. Fberplass 4.3•145- Vats' Koch Nam Smote! . Wood
lir Racks .2. Pallet Jacks' Office Desk I File Cabinets. NCR Cash
Renter' Ant* Display Cabinet . Scales

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES R. CASH
-;.c. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE

0

i
R

BROKER .
FANCY FARM. KY- 502-623-8466 J C
HE SELLING MACHINE"
R

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

1
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3 bedroom, 2 bath home. 2,200 sq. ft.
under roof downstairs, over 750 sq. ft. of
unfinished living upstairs, 2 car garage,
6 acres ± with pond and dock. Well under
appraised value at $139,000.

759-s,52-4

GE-1111601.D

KENTUCKY
LAKEFRONT- 9 acres, $39,900
Lake property on beautiful
undiscovered lake Small
town, country living Meadows, woods, views and
sunset. 4 seasons, year
round boating & fishing
800-816-5253.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

ESTATE AUCTION

iI

Saturday, May 8th, 1999• 10 a.m.

t.

At the home of the late Mr. Daniel Paschall. From Hazel, Ky. take
Hwy. 893 thru Crossland to Mill Creek Rd. Follow to Jones Mill
and Crossland Rd. Follow past Oak Grove Baptist Church to
Kuykendall Rd. 1.2 mile to auction. On Hwy. 140 at Jones Mills
take Jones Mills & Crossland Rd. 2.1 miles to auction. Watch for
auction signs.
ANTIQUES, GLASS & FARM EQUIPMENT
FARM EQUIPMENT SELLS AT 10 A.M.
Nice clean old quilts - lot of old Shaker sets - carnival glass - old Valentines from the 30's i 4)old colored ref. bowls - hen on nest - Taylor Smith dishes - green preserve stand -4 place
setting of Bavaria china - 8 place set of china - old veg. bowls - old bridal basket - Correlle
dishes - Corning cookware - canister set - old egg gord - Teddy Bear cookie jar - apple cookie jar - other cookie jars - Blue Ridge pieces - fruiters on stem - McDonald glasses - Bugs
Bunny muffets - oatmeal dishes - thimble collection - costume jewelry - Cardinal bird figurines - Roy Rogers puzzle - old marbles - rat race game - stone pieces - nail keg - old churn
- red pieces - castiron pieces- wheat pattern dishes - old milkglass items - loveseat - table
lamps - shadow box - 3 piece cedar bedroom suite - modern 4 piece oak bedroom suite - (2)
3 piece poster bedroom suites - (2)old iron beds - spindle back rocker - old oak bed - baby
bed - old 5 drawer treadle sewing machine - (3) old trunks - child's rocker - old Fun Time
chalk board - old kerosene lantern - old #28 laundry stove - old small round stove - old
Hoosier type cabinet -6 leg lamp table - old stereo - fold-up table - old floor model radio cabinet - straight chairs - old lamp tables - magazine rack - odd chest - foot stool - maple table &
chairs - upright freezer - auto. washer - microwave & can - frost free ref. - electric sewing
machine - Pro NordicTrack exerciser - set of platform scales -(3) bows & arrows - pressure
canner - milk can - old corn shelter - kerosene lamps - yard cart - step ladder - stainless sink
- carpenter tools - open face reel - wash kettle - good bicycle - small air compressor - tool
boxes & tools - milking machine milkers - log chains - new Pony Troy-Bilt tiller - 20' ext
ladder - shop vise - 12 ga. single barrel shotgun - Japanese Nomba hand gun w/holster.
Farm Equipment: 4,000 gas Ford tractor P/S - 8' wheel disc - 3 pt. sub soiler - 3 pt. 6' rotar;,
cutter - hay needle - 3 pt. post hole digger - 3 pt. mowing machine - 3 bottom plow - 3 pt.
grader blade - 3 pt. fertilizer spreader - 2 row planter - trailer spray rig - 2 wheettrailer - robber tired farm wagon - tractor hire - Rodeho - airplane gas tank - pull type A.C. combine Series 30 Chevy truck, 29,000 actual miles - chain saw - barb wire - horse drawn tools - lumber - gas tank on stand - hand & yard tools - wrenches & tools - and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.
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TENNESSEE LAKE VIEW
BARGAIN- 3 acres with
boat dock $19,900 Beautifully wooded spectacular
views, located at crystal
clear mountain lake, next
to 18 hole golf course!
Paved roads, utilities, soils
tested. Low, low financing
Mountain
Call
Lone
Shores now 800-704-3154
ext. 1750.
IN Lakefront Bargain$32,900/$3,290
dowri.
Selling fast! Beautifully
wooded homesite fronting
on Pristine Lake in East
TN. Near town. Easy access, paved roads, P&T.
Bank appraised. Only
$276 per month, 7.6%
fixed, 15 years. Firstcome, first served! Call
Chelaque now 800-8615253, ext.3397.
WATER Front Lot for Sale
502-436-2116

Classified

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays-

Aountain
300. EnIN
ou! Gorige with
icessible
it financ;all Tim3524
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1/2 ACRE corner lot re- 1 TO 275 acres, owner fistricted with gas, water, nancing possible Coldwaand electric. West Grove ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300
Drive and 94W. Offered at
$9500.00. Owner financing
available. 502-767-0895
2 NICE Building Lots in
New Providence area 1999 HOUSE with board &
$8,000 for 1 $6,000 for bat wood siding, red metal
other one 753-0292 after roof 3 sided porch. Locat
ed near KY Lake Beautiful
5p.m
SUPERB building site on home still under construccoroner lot in Quail- Run tion with a finish value of
subdivision Off of 641 $85,000 Has 1,328sq tt
South. For sale by owner living space with loft. Must
See! Call for details
at $8,000. obo 759-4649
$38,000. 436-2619.
2 AND 4 bedroom homes
Wags
near University. One recently remodeled and is in
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Prop- move in condition. 753erty located off of Hwy 94E 1040.
3BR, 1 Bath, carport, large
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
fenced backyard, 1,300sq
Rd, Redbud Lane & proft. 1/2 mile from city limits.
posed new Hwy 80. For
Mid $60's. 753-7542.
more information please
38R, 11/2 bath, garage,
view property, review postfenced back yard, landed data, then please call:
scaped. 4 years old. Low
502-441-2253.
$80's 753-6725.

Classifieds
Make Cents!
PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, May 14, 1999• 12 Noon
From Murray, Ky. take 641 North to Hwy. 464, turn left onto 464, 3rd
house on right. Watch for auction signs. Mrs. Loma Borders is leaving the state and will sell her like new and clean furniture.
Nice Wurlitzer piano - nice king size bed - cedar chest • rocker - beautiful table lamps - wall
mirror - credenza
2 fine foyer table's. nice stereo with dual cassette & C D player LP records. small wicker items super nice
occasional chairs - nice sofa with matching lose seal - dry sink nice picture &frames - nice coffee
& lamp
tables recliner - other lamp tables color t v with remote gun cabinet - drop leaf serving table
electnc sewing
machine- washer & dryer - chest freezer • s/s freezer ref with water in door electnc cook stove nice dining
table w/6 chairs - bar stools small cabinet - file cabinet - good clean hand stitched quilts bedspreads
& linens
- lot of figunnes - lot of nice wall decorations 8 place setting of Nipon Nontake china - silver band
tea glasses - tea set lot of nice water glasses - some lead crystal & press cut pieces - lot of nice dinnerware
- and other
dishes' lot of cookware - roast pan- Comingware - super nice Kitchen Aid miner- small kitchen
appliance large volume of cookbooks - electnc heater Christmas items - electric leaf blower round patio table
& chairs
- other lawn furniture - nice Rainbow vacuum cleaner - picnic table - small round table - nice 8'
16 portable
building with cabinets wrenches - tools -8' step ladder - grill hand & garden tools & more. Auction held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Refreshments available. For more information and your auction
needs

phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays'

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, May 7, 1999• 12 Noon
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94
West to Lynn Grove, turn on Hwy. 893. From Mayfield, Ky. take 121 So. thru
Coldwater, Ky., turn onto Hwy. 1836 So. follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.

FOR SALE BY TIM AND GINGER PHILPOT
Five miles west of Murray on Highway 94
TWO STORY BRICK HOME ON 3.35 ACRES
Lovingly remodeled.

9 ft. ceilings. Some hardwood floors. Large eat-in kitchen
with hand-built cabinets and floor-to-ceiling window viewing perennial garden.
large backyard, and 80 acres of farmland. Four bedrooms (two up, two down),
one full bath. Shower and sink in laundry room/mudroom. One upstairs bedroom
has hand-crafted, built-in wardrobes. Other upstairs bedroom with I2-ft walk-in
closet. Large walk-in attic storage. 28 ft. x 14 ft. living room/dining room with
built-in bookcases downstairs. Den upstairs. New roof'93. New air conditioners
'97. Four Hunter ceiling fans. Apple trees, old grapevine, many large beautiful
trees and shrubs. Carport - Detached two-story garage - Large horse barn with
five stalls - Two small outbuildings (one frame, one block) - City Water - City
Gas - Cable TV - All appliances negotiable. OFFERED IN THE 80'S.

5173 Highway 94 West, Murray, KY • Phone: 435-4150

Washer & dryer - (2) electric cook stoves - (3) frost free ref. - (2)chest freezers - I upright
freezer - microwave - nice 4 piece bedroom suite - odd maple bed- 3 piece maple bedroom suite
- odd bed & chest - 3 recliners - other odd chairs - nice hide-a-bed sofa - other sofa & chairs electric organ - old library table - floor lamp - table lamps - drop leaf Duncan Phyfe table round table & chairs - nice coffee & end tables - small breakfast set - portable Iv. - marble top
coffee & end tables - color t.v. - Bentwood rocker - set of bunk beds - nice wood office desk
& chair - file cabinet - foldup ping pong table - old wicker baby crib - old picture frames - old
quilt boxes - some old glass and other collector items - 18 h.p. Gilson riding mower w/rear tine
tiller - nice 7 h.p. front tine tiller - nice 5 h.p. rear tine tiller - lot of electrical equipment - pots
& pans - small kitchen appliances - computers - electric typewriter - 1992 Hyundai Sonota small kitchen cabinet - heavy duty wench battery operated - good storm door & windows good wood frame windows and much more. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain
or shine. Refreshments available. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

THURSDAY, MAY 20TH AT 6:00
1/11ffiE1111AellIf7

7"Se"

NEAR MURRAY, KY - AT LYNN GROVE
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 West 8 Miles To Scott Road,
Proceed North 1/2 Mile To Property!! Signs Posted!!
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

)101

10.29 ACRES

ON
P. M.
)erty

In 3 Tracts 4gr Combinations

AY, KY

:TION

No Minimums!! No Reservations!!
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Tract 1 - 4.25 Acres With Spacious Executive Country Home
4 Or 5 Bedrooms- Master Suite • 4 Baths
Wonderful Kitchen w/Jenaire Island - Pull Out Pantry - Lots Of Cabinets!!
Great Upstairs w/Study - Sitting Room - Deck
Fireplaces
2
• Vaulted Ceiling Family Room • Dining Room
Many Nice Closets • Unique Laundry Area • 2 Central Units
VERY NICE AND CLEAN - READY TO MOVE INTO!!!

IP/AWG---JUST MINUTES FROM MURRAY
SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
REGARDLESS OF PRICE!!
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
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Tract 3 - 2.75 Acres
(A WONDERFUL HOME SITE!!)

-ass

BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

r Open House Showings
Monday, May 10th - 5:00 P.M Until 7:00 P.M.
Friday, May 14th - 5:00 P.M. Until 7:00 P.M. }

sit.amii Itars
Tem

Tract 2 - 3.28 Acres
With 4750 Sq Ft Metal Building
Concrete Floor • Restroom
3040 Sq Ft Attached Shed • 3040 Free Standing Shed
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-) COMPLIMENTARY BAR-B- QUE
& REFRESHMENTS AT 5:00 P.M.
Compliments Of James R. Cash Auction Co.
Everyone Welcome! Under No Obligation!
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'74% AUCTICINEER 8, HEAL_ ESTATE BROKER

502-623-8466 -- FANCY FARM. KY
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Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!

Each potential Bidder is Responsible For Conducting His Or Her Own indepondent Inspections
Investigations. Inquires And Due Diligence Concerning The Property Line, in moat piats show
Only The Relative Locations Of The Tracts Subiect To Sale And May Nc•5p Red On fr.a Ar
Exact Location Of Boundary Although All Information In All Advertisements Is Obtained F rorr
'Sources Deemed Reliable The Auctioneer, Real Estate Broker And Seller Make No Warranty Or
-warantee Actual Or Implied As To The Accuracy Of The Information. It Is For This Reason That
'he Prospective Buyers Should Avail Themselves The Opportunity Tokenise Inspection Prior To
he Auction At Announcements Day 01 Sale Take Precedence Over AA Advertisements.
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470
Motorcycles & ATIrs

"STOP"

Moors

Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NETS
WOODWORKING
r -1.71P
CUSTOM° ER
KIT
RYC CHENCAB
All Types
•
of
Custom Woodworkings

S

kitchen & Bath
a
mnudRs
see
R our showroom
ind Bunny

.--. . 409 SUNDBroUPRYby-

Bread)

753-5940
‘2-maiiipleillib'"--...4%

.4a.--"dislilT•

American Remodeling
Call 753-5612 or 753-1109

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
I -SOO-873-025n

8(8tio

Mayfkld
Kentucky

)
c-_4 tp-rite4 5tN
FREE LOW-E GLASS
MASTIC*- THE NATION'S
FINEST VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
• Energy savings
• Custom fit
• No painting
• Easy cleaning
• Lifetime frame warranty

Call for free estimates
tiny1 siding, metal roofs &
patio enclosures.

502-474-9877

a-Mastic

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Owned 8 Operated By
Tim Lamb

makr.,
-.J

PreS
eett
•••J

-J

General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small homes

489-2842
BARGER ELECTRIC
LIC7IMAL ASTA..,A1Dri
XMIEROAL i Rf9INO,
SO RUMS

450 WOOOSONG LANE
MURRAY, KY 42071
Owners Bill & Rhonda Barger

OVSCIE UC0711G

1502) 474-8222
Cell 519-7781

24 Hour
Emergency
Service
15 Years
Experience

Paul's Pools
• Above Ground Pools
• Installation
▪ Service
• Weekly Maintenance

expaciencei.
A yeas

Calll
Paul
(502)489_6087

2 OR 3BR brick, 2 bath, on
nice lot. 508 N. 7th,
$62,500. Senous inquines
only. 753-8755 or 7538854.
3BR, 1 bath brick ranch
home. In quiet, rural subdivision. 1 car garage, covered patio, workshop,
large kitchen, well maintained. New C/H/A & roof
'96 Extra 3/4 acre lot. 215
Countryside Drive, Low
$80's Call for appointment
759-9569.
3BR, 1 1 /2 bath, large kitchen, garage, vinyl sided.
$75,000. 759-1719.
BY BUILDER- Custom
home, open floor plan, 3
bedroom 21,2 bath with
dream kitchen and 3 car
garage. Call 753-3903.
BY OWNER: 3br, Brick.
1950 sq. ft. Beautiful 3+
acre lot. Hwy 94E. 753
9751.
BY OWNER: House & 5
Acres, 6089 Airport Road.
3BR, 2.5 bath, 2500+ sq.
ft. Great room with French
Door & FP w/gas logs.
Custom drapes, kitchen island with Jen-Air cook top,
microwave/oven combo.
DAN, central gas H/A, 6"
exterior walls, Pella windows, finished
bonus
room, 2 car garage. 10x16
storage building. $197,000
489-2346.
FOR Sale By Owner,
House & 3 Large lots on
KY Lake. Beautiful Blood
River Bay. 436-2427.
FOR Sale By Owner.
Beautifully
Landscaped
3br, 2 bath home near
Murray High School. 2 car
garage, great deck, new
concrete pad for pet pen
or a storage building. Custom wood blinds & all appliances Ready to move
into! For more information
call 759-1023 after 6p m.
HORSE Lovers. 1br, wood
floors, appliances included. 11 stall barn, horse
lots, new fencing. PuryearHazel area. $44,500. 901641-6641.
NEW just completed and
ready for occupancy. 3BR,
2 bath, various ceiling
heights, lots of hardwood,
attic storage and loaded
with extras. 1302 Larkspur
Drive in Campbell Estates.
759-4586 or 841-3590.
NEW! Lake View Home!
Over 3,000 sq. ft., spiral
staircase, loft over looking
great room! Breakfast
nook, vaulted ceilings,
hardwood floors. Skylights,
wrap around porch and
much more. Located in
Cadiz, KY. over looking
Lake Barkley Call 270522-5000.
NEWER 3br, 2 bath. Split
plan ranch. Large kitchen,
dinning area flows into living room Double garage,
one acre lot 4 miles North
of Murray 762-0144. Upper $60's.
OPEN House- Sat. May
8th, 2 to 4pm. 4 to 5 Bedroom, 2 1/2 bath House,
10
Acres
fenced.
$165,000.
Directions:
641N to left on HWY 80,
approx. 1 to 2 miles on
left. For more information
Call A-Plus Realty
753-3100 or 354-9599 or
Cindee Bradshaw
354-9241.

PICK Your Own Color
Scheme! New house under construction Finish it
yourself & save thousands! 3br, 2 bath, 2 car
garage in Southwest district. Help with financing
available. 759-9359 after
7pm.
REDUCED IN THE S80'S.
1 owner, well maintained,
3br, brick ranch. East Y
subdivision_ 753-0444.
REMODELED 3br, 1 bath.
1600 sq. ft. Detached garage. in Hazel. Mid $30's.
759-4826.
RUSTIC 3 bedroom home
in low $20's
Deep waterfront lake lots
with dock and mobile
home Priced in $40's
3 Bedroom home with
plenty of shade on
almost an acre
Velda Miler
Grey's Properties
759-2001
WILL consider LEASE with
option or Limited Owner
Financing Extra- Nice 3br.
2baths, dining room, attached 2 car garage, double lot in Murray, Call 7534109 or 759-8093.
470
Motorcycles & ATVs

994 KAWASAKI Ninja
Black/ Purple, good condition $2000 obo 489-2710

1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
good condition $6,500
753-4445.
1994 SUBURBAN, 4wd,
97xxx
miles, loaded,
$17,900 obo. 437-4722.
1997 JEEP Cherokee
White, tan leather interior.
AM/FM cassette and CD
Loaded, hate to give it up,
but moving over seas. Call
762-0095, leave message.
used Curs
1980 OLDS Cutlass 2
door. Hard top, 1 owner
Very clean 753-7907
1984 Grand Marquise.
114K. Call 759-1330.
1986 CHEVY Celebrity,
Z-24. $1250. 753-4445.
1988 TOYOTA Celica G.T.
convertible. 5speed, air,
fully loaded, high mileage.
Runs good and drives excellent. Clean $1900.
767-9347.
1988 TOYOTA Corolla FX.
5 speed. Good condition.
Have all maintenance records. Will throw in 2 extra tires. Leave message
at 759-4756.
1989 Ford Escort. Good
mechanically, sunroof, auto, AC. $1100. 753-9586
before 5pm. 753-0292 after 5pm.
1989 PONTIAC Firebird.
492-8558, leave message.
1989
THUNDERBIRD,
144,xxx miles. Body in
good condition. $3,000.
obo. 492-6204 after 5p.m.
1990
MITSUBISHI
Eclipse. Motor rebuild. 5
speed, cruise, red body.
Black top & CD player.
$5500. Loaded. Call
436-2909.
1991 LEXUS LS400. Burgundy with tan leather interior. Very good condition.
151,xxx miles. $12,800.
492-6200.
1993 CHEV. Lumina, good
cond. $3500. 759-9268.
1993 PLYMOUTH Laser.
White, auto, 4cyl. Good
condition. 113,xxx miles.
$3900. 753-4801.
1994 GRAND AM SE.
Red, excellent condition.
$7200. 489-2500 after
4p.m.
1996 HONDA Accord. V-6,
Champagne, 37K, AT, all
pwr, pwr sunroof & moon
roof combo. Excellent condition, $15,500. obo. Call
1-502-382-2678 Farmington, KY.

1998 MAZDA 626 LX
White, with gray interior,
fully loaded. CD player,
16.xxx miles. 1 owner, extra nice. Daytime Call 4892020, nights, 489-2525.

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed
Must
have at least $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.
Vans
1995 VAN, Great for farm
y. $10,500 obo 46.300
miles. Warranty up to
50,000 miles. 436-6050

Services Offered

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

vo
v hny APa
Ry
en
Ht her Prices

If

1999

15FT, RUNABOUT Fiber- AIF-OHDABLE all around
FREE
glass tn-hull 55hp John- hauling, tree work, gutter
Lamb Bros Lawn Service
son outboard motor. Trail- cleaning, cleaning out
offenng first mowing free
er Good condition $1200 sheds, & junk clean-up
Fast & dependable
All types of roofing.
Days 759-1600 Ext. 102,
436-2867.
436-2102 Ben
Nights 436-2983.
Family owned ci Operated
APPLIANCE REPAIR
FOR Sale or Trade, 1992
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
SERVICE AND PARTS
Paul & Matthew Lamb
2811 Riviera Cruiser PonTnmming, removal, stump
PROFESSIONAL
toon. Excellent condition.
grinding, firewood InsurDEPENDABLE,
I/O motor, will trade for
ed 489-2839
502-767-95
52.
Free Estimates • 24 Hour Emergency Service
smaller Pontoon
ALL TYPES OF WORK
759-2174.
Landscaping, mulching, GRASSHOPPER Mowing
14' POLAR Kraft, 18hp, hedge trimming, lawn
Service Competitive pncEvinrude, trailer, $900 work Gutter cleaning and
ing and quality service
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
(all) 489-2649
guards Tree trimming and
Call for estimates
building contractor, with blueprints & specifications
502-753-9210
16FT
ALUMACRAFT removal, lot clearing,
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
Boat. 25hp Johnson, Dixie bushhogging, hauling, etc
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis,
craft trailer. Includes Min- Mowing (2+acres) Mes- LAWN Mowing Service:
We comply with all the new city building codes.
Reasonable and dependankota trolling motor, Eagle sage 753-2092
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
graph, carpeted floor, ANTENNAS
Including ble. Call after 8 p.m. 759large or small.
swivel seats, lights Every- RV's, TV Towers, rotors 4659.
thing is 1 owner. $1800. amplifiers, and accesso- LAWN Mowing, Reasonable Rates. Call for estiries
492-8815.
Dish Network & Direct TV mate. 435-4423.
1992 ENTERPRISE 161/2
Budding Contructrrr, Inc.
ft fishing boat (bought new Satellite Systems, Sales,
in Florida) with 3 swivel Service and Installation.
LEE'S
Beasley's Antenna
seats, trolling motor, 2
CARPET
& Satellite,
deep wells, depth finder, 2
•
•
•
•
•
• OMB
new batteries, with older 500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
CLEANING
502-759-0901.
70hp Johnson and trailer.
Emergency Water
Already in water, ready to
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Removal, Furniture,
go fishing. To help settle All brands;
FREE Estimates
Kenmore. 30+
estate, $4250. Call 502- years
experience BOBBY
Call Today.
753-5896.
HOPPER,436-5848
753-58
27
249 GLASTRON 25ft mid
BACKHOE SERVICE
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Buildings are assembled on site
cabin cruiser, V8, fuel in- ROY HILL
Septic system,
; Your choice of brown or charcoal black sin- ; jection engine fully equip- drive-ways, hauling, foun- Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estiped, 218 hrs w/trailer, dations, etc
436-2113.
gles. All exterior wood is weathered treated. I
mates. 489-6125.
cockpit & camper canvas.
;
Sizes, options and prices upon request.
; Excellent conditon. Can be CARPORTS for cars and
MICHAEL'S HANDYMAN
I TERMS: Paid in full upon completion I seen at Lee Marine or trucks. Special sizes for
SERVICE
• *Prices are subject to change without notice' ' 753-5940 days, 436-5946 motor home, boats, RVs
CAN DO IT ALL!
nights. $28,500 obo.
and etc. Excellent protecProfessional Painting (inLOWE bass boat excellent tion, high quality, excellent
door & outdoor)
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
condition, garage kept
Plumbing,
354-6705 evenings or COLSON HOME REPAIR
carpentry work (decks,
leave message.
floors, roofs, remodeling,
Additions, garages, decks,
room additions, home imremodeling, vinyl siding.
$30
(Formerly Wood VCR Service Center)
provements) Underpin20Yrs experience.
Services Offered
ning, Landscaping, Pres753-5592.
sure Washing References
18" Satellite Systems $49.00
CONCRETE finishing.
A-/ Al A Tree Service,
available Free Estimates
Sidewalks, patios, dnveStump
removal,
Self Install Kits $20.00
tree
901-644-2599 or 901-782ways. Free Estimates.
spraying, leaf
raking,
6170, 901-644-3394
435-4619
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch CUSTOM bulldozing &
MOBILE Welding And
spreading, gutter cleaning. backhoe work, septic sysMechanic Service. I work
tems,
354-8161
after
4pm,
Licensed & insured. Full
on farm and construction
DIRECTV
line of equipment. Free es- Horace Sholar.
equipment. Mike OrtenCUSTOM
CLOSET
ORtimates. Tim Lamb,
767-9486.
GANIZERS by LeeRowan.
436-5744,
Epoxy covered wire shelv- PAINTING INT1-800-548-5262.
EXT Free
ing. Free estimates.
Estimating.
Call 437A-1 Tree Professionals.
Professionally installed by:
4364.
Stump
removal,
tree.
Interior Solutions
PLUMBING
REPAIR
spraying. Serving Murray,
Edward Peery.
SERVICE. All work guarCalloway Co. since 1980. 502-753-4499
anteed. Free estimates.
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
Free estimates. 437-3044
CUSTOM tractor work.
753-1134
or 492-8737.
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
Garden tilling, bush hogPLUMBING
AB
Building,
custom ging, small jobs. Grader
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
Repairs, fast service
decks, fencing, garages, blade work. Free esticarports, hardwood floors. mates. Gerald Carroll 492- 436-5255.
DEF
Installed & finished. All re- 6159.
SMITH ELECTRIC- For All
pairs. Quality workman- DAVID'S Cleaning ServYour Electrical Needs.
ship. 753-9308.
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidJIL
Large or Small. Call Ricking, homes, mobile homes,
ADAM'S HOME
ey at 489-6151. Referenboats, brick driveways,
111011
IMPROVMENTS
;re
ces available Free Estiparking lots, all exterior
Where Quality Counts
mates.
Decks, Painting, Remodel- cleaning, acid cleaning SUREWAY
7
Tree & Stump
available. David Borders,
ing, Repairs, etc. No Job
Removal. Insured with full
)0
1'ER
Too Small. (502)492-6267. Insured, Completely Mo- line of
equipment. Free esbile. Phone 502-759-4734.
ALL CARPENTRY
timates. Day or night,
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ALL ELECTRICAL
753-5484.
DO You need any bushNo job too small. Lihog work? Contact Billy at
censed. Insured, 24hr
TUCKER LAWN CARE
CALL TOLL FREE
753-4692.
Emergency calls.
SERVICES
ELECTRIC
AL
Call Larry Nimmo.
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
New construction, remodPHONE
753-9372, 753-0353.
clipping removal, dethatcheling, or just replacing a
ALL Carpentry Service
7 Minute Approval
ing, aeration, overseeding
1-888-327-8937
switch. Licensed & InsurFrom Foundation to
& fertilization, bed mulched. Off 753-0834
Finish.
ing. Free Estimates.
Hm. 759-9835.
18Yrs expenence.
759-9609
FENCING
New Construction • ReMidway
WALTERS
Fence
Company.
Contracting
modeling• Repairs. CusChain link, & custom wood Free estimates. Guarantom Cabinets• Concrete
privacy fences, installation teed Quality Work. Lifor houses, barns & sheds. Metal
Work. AGC Certified.
and repairs at reasonable censed & Insured. Over 20
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
435-4272.
prices. Dickie Farley.
years experience. Roofing,
& accessories in stock. Also post
additions, vinyl siding,
759-1519.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furframe building material.
niture repair & custom LAWN Mowing in town. decks, remodeling. Call
woodworking 753-8056
Free Estimates. 759-0276. 753-2592.
Call

436-2269 • 1-800-821-6907

Now is A Great Time to Build

Bruce Green
(502) 753-8343

WHOLESALE
STORAGE SHEDS
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WOOD
ELECTRONICS,INC.

Mk about fry system to
Primestar Customers!
753-0530
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AUTO CREDIT EASY

BLO

NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

REE!

1

Y
w)4yz. TOTALL
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

CAT

ISLOAN

11101Rf
HER C

1 -888-FAST YES

Metal Roofing
Metal Mall,
Mayfield

lt411.40A 1 C
LIZARDACTUALLJ

1-800-909-9064

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

FO

CLASSIFIEDS =

Used Ducks
1969 CHEVY Truck New
engine, automatic, power
steering & short wheel
base. 753-4258.
1986 CHEVY S-10. 350
motor, 350 turbo transmission. New wheels & tires.
$2200. 753-4519.
1991 TOYOTA pick up
Burgundy, 5 speed with
air. Excellent condition
753-7785.
1995 FORD Ranger. Auto/
Air with topper. Will consider trade. Call 474-0052.
1995 FORD Ranger. Auto/
Air with topper. Will consider trade. 474-0052.
1998 CHEVY 1500, 4.3 liter, white, swb, loaded.
767-0734.
1999 MAZDA 82500 SE
4cyl. 5spd, AC, CD. rear
sliding glass. Only 2,500
miles Brand new! 511,650
or trade for Jeep Wrangler.
Call 502-354-8255

1995 POLARIS Trail Boss
250cc Good condition.
Campers
well maintained Asking
$2300 Call 753-8623 after RV Sale- Save thousands
5pm
New and used motor
1996 YAMAHA Warrior homes travel trailers, 5th
350 Clutch dnven, sporty wheels and tent campers
four wheeler New wheels Hall's Campers, Lexington
& tires, like new $3600 KY's largest Dealer. 800obo 753-4519
759-9452

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

LICENSED
INSURED
Paul Lamb is no longer operating as

Lamb Bros. Tree Service
and has established a new
company name

Paul Lamb's
Tree Service
Serving the Murray area since 1990.

• Free Estimates • 24 Hr. Service
• Hedge Trimming •71-ee Trimming
• Thee & Stump Removal
• Cleanup Service
• Full Line ofEquipment

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically! Whether you're buying. selling
looking for employment
it all adds up to
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm confused
about the benefits of sea salt or of
iodized salt. What about garlic salt?
Also, a doctor told me that ordinary
black pepper goes through the intestine whole.
DEAR READER Not if it is ground.
With respect to your first question,
salt is salt: good old sodium chloride.
Sea salt has other minerals, too,
which -- for many people — give it a
more piquant flavor. Same with garlic
salt. Iodized salt was originally developed for use in non-coastal areas of
the country, where people rarely ate
fish and often became iodine-deficient. Now, with modern refrigeration
and the general availability of seafood.
iodized salt is not necessary. For general flavoring in food, regular table
salt is fine; the other types merely
give variety.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My shoulders are
chronically sore because I am topheavy. Is breast reduction an option?
DEAR READER: Yes it is.
Extremely heavy breasts can cause
real health problems, as well as being
cosmetically unacceptable to some
people. Chronic shoulder pain can
eventually result in serious back prob-
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Breast reduction is a medically safe
procedure that can be performed by
most qualified plastic surgeons.
Obviously, there is initial pain — as
with all surgery — but the final result
usually makes the discomfort a small
price to pay. Although I cannot give
you a price range for the operation, a
plastic surgeon could. Ask your doctor
for a referral.
To give you related information, 1
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've noticed that
one breast is larger than the other. I
have yet to see a doctor. Should I?
DEAR READER: You don't mention
your age or your sex. Both make a difference. Men and women may experience breast-size discrepancy. Some
asymmetry is normal, and perhaps
you simply haven't been aware of this.
However, I believe that you should
check with a doctor because of the
possibility that a growth or hormone
deficiency could have caused one
breast to enlarge. Especially in
women, stitch a change should be
addressed. If a glandular condition is
to blame, therapy — with surgery or
hormone treatment — may be in
order.

DR. GOTT

McCLARD'S
TOWING
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753-9132
DAILY COMICS

Free
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BLONDEE
THE BOSS ASKED ME TO TRY OUT
A NEW POSIT-0N AT WORK
TODAY
ct2.1" Ok,TNAT'S
GQUO'
NEWS,
PONEY!

WHAT'S THE NEW 90SITION?

SITTING AT MI DESK WITH
60TH FEET ON
TI-IE FLOOR!

CATHY
SHE POSTPONED fraliERHOOD TO A ChREVE
PROF ESS1ONAL SUCCESS..
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TODAI-1,
PROUD AND
ACCOMPLISHED,
THE CAREER
LNOmAN RE-EN-MR.5
THE prim &
WORLD, READY
AT LAST 10
TAEET THE TARN
OF HER DREAMS...
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CROSSWORDS
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ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
APA / CHECK OUT THE

WHAT ARE you DOING

LaARO-BREATH'SHE
AcTuAlly LooKS LIKE

A SASE!

I CAME RAE To SEE
HERE? GoRD AN'TRACEy'S NEW
<10. 50 I THoUGHT" I'D
BETTER VISIT you Guys
BEFoRE I Go BACK TO
LONDON.

MEAN 11,96.
Va.)cIALLy ARE
A I3EALJTIRJL_
YOUNG WOMAN
YOU'RE
SERIoLl.5.

WHERE ARE you GONG'?
WRITE THIS
DOWN ON THE
CALE-NDAR,

WANT To
REMEMBER
THE DATE!

34 Existed
36 — Dickinson
38 Actress
Irving
39 Pots
41 Emperor
43 Loosen
45 Unsuitable
48 Snoozer
50 Performable
51 Competent
52 Large

1 — Pitt of
"Seven"
5 Nothing
8 Jacques —
12 Ireland
13 Baby's
napkin
14 Arrow poison
15 Word from
an Isak
Dinesen title
17 Na is its
symbol
19 Attain
20 "Dead —

AL I
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MORI MILO
DOD 0.S A R
NETS
5-6 ©1999 United Feature Syndicate

1 Chicago

32 Move to and
fro
33 Oakley ID
1

5

28 Cloth
measure

31 Alternative
word
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DOWN

sound

AANND...YOU WERE GOING
SOMEWHERE WITH THIS'

A
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54 Holly
55 Consumer
56 Airline info
57 Chair

footballer
2 Abundant
3 Outnght
4 Keep free
from frozen
matter
5 Gagers' org
6 Roman two
7 Many oz

GARFIELI)

Answer to Previous Puzzle

container

Society"
21 Require
23 Actor Singer
24 Wager
26 Of a certain
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ALL THE FOOD
15 GONE!
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12
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8 Architecture
style

9 Each
10 Strained
11 Doctrines
Atkins or
Hun ley
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PEANUTS
I'M ON MY OWN ONE-YARD LINE THE COUNT
15 THREE AND TWO..THE El6HTEENTH HOLE 15
A PAR FIVE WITH WATER IN FRONT ONE SECOND
LEFT ON THE SHOT CLOCK . THE FACE-OFF 15
IN OUR ZONE.. FORTY-LOVE MATCH POINT...

HAVIN6 TROUBLE
WITH THE FIRST
QUESTION,SIR 7

TODAY IN HISTORY

impression in declarer's mind that the Union.
In 1889,the Paris Exposition forWest had led from a club holding
mally opened, featuring the justthat included the K-J-10.

The payoff came a few tricks
later. After ruffing the queen,
•A K Q 5 2
South trumped a diamond in
+9
dummy,then played the queen of
The bidding:
spades and a spade to the king. A
South West
North East second diamond was ruffed with
1+
Pass
2V
Pass the jack of spades, bringing de3•
Pass
4+
Pass clarer to the critical position.
6+
With no more trumps in
Opening lead —jack of clubs.
dummy,South had to guess how to
get back to his hand.The threat, of
It may be hard to see how course, was West's nine of spades,
South could fail to make six spades which could score a fatal overruff.
on this layout, but that is exactly
It was here that East's earlier
what happened when the deal deceptive plays came to fruition.
occurred. Moreover,given the cir- Afraid that West might overruff a
cumstances he encountered dur- third round of hearts and certain
...ETRANDPA CHARM iNG
ing the bidding and play, we sus- that West had at least one club
4OUR DATINC7
pect that quite a few others would remaining, South elected to ruff a
POOL. HAS ACAD. have fallen into the same trap.
club, and the nine of spades came
I 11.X.D 40U ID
East laid the initial groundwork home to roost.
LEAVE THE HOti-SE for declarer's eventual undoing
Perhaps another declarer
LAST DECADE! when he elected to remain silent might have made the winning dethroughout the auction. West then cision, but the actual South is cerdid his part by leading his double- tainly deserving ofour sympathies.

Limp

full
es-

Q J 73
A K 9 52
•—
48 76 2
WEST
EAST
+942
+10
V J 63
V Q 10 8
•J 9 7 6 3
• 10 8 4
+J4
4.AKQ 1053
SOUTH

All monarchs of England can
trace their ancestry directly back to
Egbert, who is considered the first
king of all England and reigned

irearealitrie—ealrerielo

Births reported include a bo!,
to Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Lampkins.
April 9; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Edward Stacks, April 10; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Mohlman,
April 25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Workman, May 2.
Marilyn Jean Wilson and Thomas
Lee Walker were 'married March
23 at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Forty years ago
Toy Garland, seaman apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Toy G. Garland, is serving aboard
the attack aircraft carrier, USS
Ranger in the Western Pacific.
Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. Charles
Clark, Mrs. J.I. Hosick, Mrs. R.H.
Robbins, Mrs. C.C. Farmer and
Mrs. Bill Thurman were installed
as officers of the Murray Woman's
Club for the 1959-60 year.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Max Horace
Churchill Jr., May 4.
Fifty years ago
Hilda Jo McCamish is valedictorian and Doris Enoch is salutatorian of the 1949 senior class of
Lynn Grove High School.
. The temperature at noon today
in Murray was recorded at 91
degrees.
Installed as officers of the Murray High School Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association for the
1949-50 school year were Mrs.
James C. Williams, Mrs. A.H. Kopperud, Mrs. Buel Jetton and Mrs.
Linville Yates.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 6, the
126th day of 1,99. There are 239
days left in the year.
ton jack in the unbid suit, clubs.
Today's Highlight in History:
It was now East's turn to take
On May 6, 1937, the hydroadvantage of what he knew and gen-filled German dirigible Hindeclarer didn't. Instead of making denburg burned and crashed in
the normal play of overtaking the Lakehurst, N.J., killing 35 of the
jack with the queen and continu- 97 people on board
and a Navy
ing with the king, East won the
crewman on the ground.
first trick with the ace and reOn this date:
turned the queen! This sequence
In
1861, Arkansas seceded from
of plays was designed to create the

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Royally Speaking," who stated
that Henry VII and Henry VIII South dealer.
were not related to Kings Henry I Both sides vulnerable.
through VI. This is not so!
NORTH

GOTT, M.D.

Marine Aircraft Wing in Vietnam.

Diabolical Defense

***

PETER
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-old from U2 to 639. Ot course, not all
Ten years ago
daughter is a freshman in college. monarchs have the same lineage.
Murray High School Band
Another interesting fact about
One morning we received a call
from her roommate's mother, who is the numbering of these monarchs received a superior rating at the
a friend of ours, letting us know before 1066 is that they'were given Kentucky Music Educators Assothat her daughter visited a tattoo names to tell them apart. Thus, ciation Band Festival at Western
parlor near the college and had got- there was Alfred the Great, Edward Kentucky University, Bowling
the Elder, Edgar the Peaceful, Green.
ten a tattoo on her back.
Worried and shocked, we called Ethelred the Unready and Edward
Births reported include a girl
our daughter and discovered that the Confessor, to name a few.
to
David R. and Dana Proffitt,
she had gone too, and also had one!
William the Conqueror, in 1066,
We discussed it with her and started the numbering process by April 17; a boy to Petty Officer
explained that in our country, peo- being William I. He didn't like the 2nd Class Robert Alan and Lisa
ple with tattoos are usually individ- title "The Conqueror" because he Waters, May 1; a boy to Belinda
uals who have been or still are in maintained he did not "conquer," and Joe Dan Taylor, May 2; a
prison, and that tattoos are not but only took what was rightfully boy to Teresa and Richard O'Bryan
reflective of our cultural back- his. Since he was illegitimate, he
was also known as William the Bas- and a girl to Tammy and Tracy
ground.
We love our daughter and tard. I'm sure he did not like that Cleaver, May 3; a girl to Leigh
and Patrick Vize, May 4.
respect most of her decisions. She title either.
Twenty years ago
has been a role model for her
ROBERT G.D. WILLIAMS,
younger sister and brother.
Published is a picture of Dr.
NEW ORLEANS
Our daughter agreed to go to a
James T. Thompson, chairman of
dermatologist and have the tattoo
DEAR ROBERT THE HISTO- the Department of Agriculture at
removed, but we are concerned that RIAN(OR ROBERT THE WISE): Murray State
University, discussing
being away at school and having so Several readers (including one
the
university's
new Harvestore
much freedom, she may make other who claimed to be a direct
decisions ',hat are against our prin- descendant of Oliver Cromwell, with Ray Bristol, a sales reprethe Lord Protector of England) sentative of the company at Guthrie,
ciples. Your opinion, please.
WORRIED PARENTS wrote to tell me that "Royally which erected the facility. The 70IN WASHINGTON Speaking" had his facts wrong. foot high structure is located on
Thank you for straightening out the university's 368-acre laboratoDEAR WORRIED PARENTS: the lineage of England's eight ry farm and has a capacity of
280
Although I would never consid- kings named Henry.
tons
of
alfalfa
haylage.
It
was
er having a tattoo, many popuerected at a cost of approximatelar American music stars,
actors and sports figures now
CONFIDENTIAL TO "AP- ly $30,000.
Janie Myers of Murray Head
do. However, in your daughter's PRECIATIVE IN ALBANY": The
case, getting a tattoo was done best way to repay the kindness Start Program has been selected
on an impulse, which is proba- of others is to follow John Wes- the Head Stan Home-based Parbly why she so quickly agreed ley's Rule:
ent of the year for the state of
to have it removed at your
Do all the good you can,
Kentucky. She was honored at a
request. As a young adult, she
By all the means you can,
banquet
of Kentucky Head Start
will — and should — make deciIn all the ways you can,
Association in Lexington.
sions on her own. Although you,
At all the times you can,
Thirty years ago
as her parents, may not agree
To all the people you can,
Marine Cpl. Jimr6ie D. Boyd,
with all of them, they are hers
As long as ever you can.
to make.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard B.
As for the tattoo fad, I preBoyd. is serving with the First
dict that as middle age and the
force of gravity converge, laser
CONTRACT BRIDGE
surgeons will do a booming
business.

DEAR READER: As far as I know,
the aluminum in antacids is chemically bound,so it cannot be absorbed into
the body. It acts only as an acid buffer,
so for all practical purposes, it can be
regarded as an inert substance.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

437-
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DEAR ABBY

DEAR DR. GOTT: Many antacids
contain aluminum. With regular use of
these products, will the aluminum
cause health problems?

Need a
tit)\.7
call
or Joe

THURSDAY. MAY 6

AND A SEVEN-TEN
SPLIT IN THE
TENTH FRAME!
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18 Semiprecious
stone
22 "20/20" host
23 Sorcery
24 — and arrow
25 Baseball stat
27 Pester
29 On the —
(fleeing)
30 Actress
Myrna —
35 Pliant
36 She was
filmdom's
Mrs
Robinson
37 Singer Pinza
38 Capable of
cultivation
40 More mature
42 Author Nin
43 Two-toed
sloth
44 Catches
46 Entreaty
47 main body of
printed work
49 Map abbr
50 Genetic
material
(abbr )
53 Guido's low
note

completed Eiffel Tower.
In 1910, Britain's King Edward
VII.
In 1935,. the Works Progress
Administration began operating.
In 1941, dictator Josef 'Stalin
assumed the Soviet premiership,
replacing Vyacheslav M. Molotov,.
In 1942, during World War It,
some 15,000 Americans and Filipinos on Corregidor surrendered
to the Japanese.
In 1987, CIA Director William
J. Casey died at age 74.

One year ago: Rep. Dan Burton, chairman of the House fundraising inquiry, apologized to GOP
colleagues for the furor over his
release of selected portions of tapes
of Webster Hubbell's prison conversations; Burton's top investigator departed, ordered fired by House
Speaker
Newt
Gingrich.
Astronomers announced the detection of a gamma ray burst in a
galaxy 12 billion light years away
that was equal to the energy expended by the sun in a trillion years.

Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.........$18.00
6 mo.
$36.00
1 yr..
$72.00
Alan Subscription
RATES
3 sno.........$49.50
6 mo.
$59.50
1 yr.
685.00
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street

Address

City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail thia coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Carstens publishes book on fort
Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens, professor of anthropology and direc-

tor of the Murray State University anthropology program and
Archaeology Service Center recently published a book about George
Rogers Clark's Fort Jefferson.
The book is titled, The Personnel of George Rogers Clark's
Fort Jefferson and the Civilian
Community of Clarksville (Kentucky), 1780-1781."
The fort existed from 1780-81,
making it the Oldest American settlement in extreme western Kentucky. It was previously thought that
only 35 persons occupied the frontier outpost known as Ft. Jefferson.
Carstens is credited with discovering records that prove that
more than 500 persons garrisoned,
lived, farmed and died in that
remote settlement.
The records of George Rogers
Clark disclose the lives of the
people who inhabited this fort.
Carstens was able to reconstruct
their activities by noting what kind
of cloth they required for their cloth-

ing, what provisions were required
to outfit a militaiy expedition, who
got married and who was court
martialed.
Details such as these are helpful to genealogists searching for
the names of their ancestors and
to historical re-enactors in the formulation of accurate portrayals of
individuals living during that time.
The book begins with a roster
of names in the list of companies. This is followed by the alphabetical list of families.
A chronological list of deaths
and a calendar of Fort Jefferson
activities round out that section
of the book. The main portion of
the book is made up of the personnel section.
It provides an alphabetical listing of every individual known either
to have set foot in Fort Jefferson
or to have had direct ties with
the fort, such as receiving correspondence from its inhabitants or
sending items to the post.
Contents of personal correspondence reveal fears of Indian
attacks, conditions at other forts

HOROSCOPES

and accounts of military movements.

Carstens found the material for
this book in the unpublished George
Rogers Clark Papers at the Virginia State LibTiry. It was supplemented by archival records at
Kentucky's Filson Club, the Kentucky Historical Society, the
William Clark Papers in the Missouri Historical Society (St. Louis)
and several previously published
sources.
The Fort Jefferson research project, of which this book is a part,
involves the search for archaeological evidence of the fort as well
as archival and historical studies
directed toward reconstructing
every aspect of life associated with
this settlement.
Research for the 188-page book
was supported by several MSU
CISR grants and a CISR Presidential Research Fellowship awarded to Carstens. It is available for
$20 by writing to Heritage Books,
Inc., 1540-E. Pointer Ridge Place,
Bowie, MD 20716 or by calling
1 (800) 398-7709.

JAG program assists young adults
The Jobs for Adult Graduates
(JAG) Program is dedicated to
helping 16- to 23-year-old young
adults without a high school diploma or GED better themselves
through education and training.
The JAG Program assists young
adults in exploring career options
based on their interests, aptitudes
and abilities. The Program also
coordinates with the Adult Learning Center to assist the student in
their GED pursuit.
While enrolled in the program.
students learn many of the employability skills that employers expect
of new employees. In addition to
cash incentives offered for goal
completion, JAG students may qualify for paid tuition and training
to a wide variety of post-secondary educational institutions like
PCC, West Kentucky Tech and
many more.
There are three phases of the
JAG Program that must be completed in order to be considered
a program completer. While not necessarily in this order, students are

expected to attain their diploma
or GED, complete 30 out of 37
JAG Employability Competencies,
and either enroll in post-secondary education or attain and maintain employment.
Since the program's beginning
in August 1998, many students
have attained these individual goals.
Eleven students have attained their
GEDs. Two have completed JAG
Employability Competencies.
Two students enrolled in West
Kentucky Technical School. Seven
are currently employed. Until this
time, no student has completed all
three phases of the JAG Program.
Jacklyn Lynch became the JAG
Program's first program completer
after having completed all three
phases of the program in March
1999.

Twilight Open Houses
"Serving Fruit .5 Cheese"
Friday, May 7, 1999
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

candidates for graduation.
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hot news tip? The
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month.
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BORN TODAY

Singer Theresa Brewer(1931), moderator
Tim Russert (1950), filmmaker Amy
Heckerling(1954)
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5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday or
4:30- 5:00 p.m.
Saturday at
753-1916.

You will. Don't permit others to project
their negativity and irrationality onto you.
Be yourself, and everything will work out.
Tonight: TGIF!
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)
** Others mean well,but they have a way
of raining on your parade. There are many
alternatives and different styles, if you
remain open to suggestions. You aren't
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll getting the whole story from a co-worker.
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;3-Average; Be smart, avoid judging. Make an effort
2-So-so; 1-Difficult
toward a friend; it comes back multi-fold.
Tonight: Soak in a hot tub.
ARIES(March 2I -April 19)
**** Say what you mean, and mean LIBRA
(Sept.23-Oct. 22)
what you say. Others are difficult; it's up **** A potentially wonderful,
flirtato you to establish boundaries. You might tious relationship
hits thunckrclouds. Anfeel stressed out by a financial turn of other becomes tense
and difficult because
events. Remain positive, motivate others. ofa financial difficulty.
You might be missMaintain your focus, and you'll get what ing important
information and/or making a
you want.Tonight:Celebrate the weekend. decision
without the necessary facts. ToTAURUS(April 20-May 20)
night: Out and about, you flirt!
*** Pressure peaks and you become the SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
epitome of negativity. Is this really neces- ***
You don't mean to hurt another, but
sary?Face,then release rigidity. This char- what you
say is misconstrued. Placating a
acteristic could be preventing you from difficult
partner isn't fun;he opts for rigiddoing what is necessary. A partner tries to ity and
the cold-shoulder treatment. Take
ease the way for you. Tonight: A must- an overview
and understand where he is
show.
coming from.Tonight: Make a special dinGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ner for two!
**** Reach out for another when the SAGITTAR
IUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
unexpected happens. How you deal with **** Talk
about what is on your mind.
otherscould change because ofinformation Don't
let a key question escape the converyou learn. Just because you are angry sation.
Though you might not be able to
doesn't mean the world should feel the predict
another's reaction, you might want
effects. You could make this easier on to
do some ground work. Your efforts
yourself if you so choose. Tonight: Gone, towards
a partner are greatly appreciated.
gone,gone!
Tonight: At a favorite haunt.

1105 Main Street

Baker, Wendy Marie Dowdy and
Gina R. Griffin, all of Murray and
Leslie Renee Sims of Dexter.
Associate in science degrees
went to Tiffany Joelle Griggs and
Jennifer L. Sullivan both of Murray, and Jennifer I. Wyatt of
Kirksey.
Associate in appliced science
degrees were earned by Susan Darnell, Alesia Knight and Brenda Ladd
Tuner, all of Murray and Claudia
Wentland Brok and Anita J. Johnson both of Hazel.

Call the circulation
department between

put you on a roller coaster ride so wild and
woolly, you might not be sure you'll land!

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Financial changes occur at lightning
speed. Stabilizing the situation is certainly
the object of the game. A fnend takes a
strong stance and helps lighten up the
present mood. Accept invitations. Tonight:
You don't have to spend to have a good
time.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might be more confused than
you realize. Another might be very hard on
you about something you inadvertently
forgot. Lighten up and don't keep pushing
yourself. Pursue what you want. Your
efforts won'tgo unnoticed. Another's gratitude might be more subtle than yours is.
Tonight: Your call.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***Sometimes you need a hard surpnse
to make you realize what you have been
avoiding or missing.Communication takes
a difficult turn; you might notlike what you
hear. Detach;make thatextra effort. A child
or loved one lets you know how much he
cares. Tonight: Play ostrich.

New updates, April 1999

Students receiving associate in
arts degrees are: Sara Lindsey

MISS YOUR PAPER?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday. May 7,
1999
Unexpected developments occur this year.
Recognize where it might be appropnate to
transform your life. Though you'll know
what you need to do, you might still hold
back, hoping beyond hope that it will all
workout. You can effectchange or be at the
mercy of it. It's your call! Work takes
unanticipated twists and turns. Be willing
to forge out on your own. Interacting is
your strong suit. If you are single,romance
knocks on your door because of your natural social skills. Still, you might be a little
tense until you build the kind of secunty
you need. If attached, your relationship,
will undergoimportantchanges. Keepcommunication open,and you'll become closer.
AQUARIUS can push your buttons.

CANCER(June 2I-July 22)
*** You could be riveted by news about
ajoint investment. Ratherthan being dragged
down by a rigid fnend,allow your creativity to come out. Unusual solutions plot a
new. innovative course. Say "yes" to a
child or loved one. Make time for an important talk. Tonight: In the mood for romance?
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Fasten your seat belt as the planets

...

PCC to hold
graduation
ceremonies
Paducah Community College
Commencement ceremonies will
be held May 10 at 7 p.m. in Haws
Gymnasium. Anton Reece, minority affairs coordinator, will be the
guest speaker. The public is invited.
The following is a list of local

Her aspiration is to become a
veterinarian, and has made steps
toward that goal by working at
Bluegrass Animal Healthcare in
Mayfield as a vet's assistant. Lynch
plans to enroll in Murray State
University this fall to pursue her
degree.
For more information, call Shannon Farley, JAG job specialist at
(270) 247-1019 or 1-888-263-0214.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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Available
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